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50 iconic years
getting it right in the UK

The Shard
London’s skyline is changing dramatically. From 1710 to 1962 St
Paul’s Cathedral was London’s tallest building standing at 365ft
high. Canary Wharf, the Gherkin and the Shard are all new buildings
on London’s skyline and dominate St Paul’s Cathedral significantly.
Leica Geosystems has played a major part in changing London’s
landscape over the past 50 years including the construction of
the Shard.

We are really keen to hear your stories of using Wild,
Kern or Leica Technology in your daily life, past and
present. To submit a story and to find out more about
the Shard and our other iconic projects, please follow
the link below:
http://50iconicyears.leica-geosystems.co.uk
/50-years-trading-success/your-stories/

Great British moments, we were there.

Editorial

Geomatics can lead to opportunities
beyond the built environment
A close look at
where geomatics
skills could take you
are examined
through the
experiences of two
surveyors. The latest
developments in
technology too are
covered. But
beware the dumb
disrupters!

H

ow often during your career have you
taken time out for reflection and thought: I
like surveying but I’m stuck in field survey
and it’s not very well paid? What else could I do
with my qualifications and skillset? In this issue
we provide some alternative ideas to where you
could apply your skills and professionalism learnt
in geomatics.
Professor Ian Dowman has been looking at the
insurance industry, including the re-insurance
market, where the more enlightened are already
using GIS on a daily basis. Mapping and
catastrophe modelling teams include personnel
with analytical and geomatics skills who
understand the power of geo data in driving
location awareness.
Meanwhile, Keith Nursey and Martin Hedley
both offer informative insights into how those
critical analytical survey skills, which all
geomatics surveyors should have, can be applied
across a wide swathe of industry. Keith has
managed to stay with one employer but rise
from site survey into emergency planning and
frontline incident management, whereas Martin’s
career has taken him into industries as diverse as
airlines and banking. Today he describes himself
as a ‘global business’ executive.

Staying on the technology pace

The editor welcomes your
comments and editorial
contributions by e-mail:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or by post:
Geomatics World
PV Publications Ltd
2B North Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4AT
United Kingdom

For those keen to stay up with the latest
technology, Adam Spring reports from the
Autodesk Academy event in Las Vegas where
along with 10,000 other delegates he discovered
synthetic biology, Project Cyborg and how Lego
blocks are informing the analysis of BIM in cities.
Otto Ballintijn explains the application of inertial
based gyro-mapping systems for pipelines. And
Hugh Anderson, once Leica Geosystems’ ‘go-to’
person to resolve a technology problem, provides
an intriguing example of how he has recently
utilised current cutting-edge technology – laser
scanner and 360° panoramic camera – with very
traditional survey tools including, and it will be a
joy for many older surveyors to read this name
again, the use of a Kern DKM2-A 1” theodolite,
once regarded as state of the art. Our interview
with Mark Concannon, Leica’s EMEA Director also
reveals some of the emerging trends in
technology, now dominated by software and
UAVs.

reasons, I have been carefully following the
progress of print versus digital. Amid the
plethora of online news websites and e-readers,
pundits have been predicting the end of print for
more than a decade. Nevertheless, newspaper
sales remain buoyant (the UK’s very successful ‘i’
newspaper was launched only four years ago) as
do printed books and magazines, the latter
especially with almost every conceivable interest
imaginable catered for.
If the shocking massacre in Paris in January
proved anything it was that printed magazines
can still attract a lot of interest. While a terrible
price to pay for a five million print run, the
reason it happened, as one media commentator
has pointed out, “was because of the power we
still subconsciously ascribe to a pre-electrical,
pre-digital technology pioneered by Gutenberg in
the 15th century. Print and paper.” Long may
they survive in a world where social media drives
the thoughtless unchecked and unedited
soundbite.
Printed map sales too, against the pundits’
predictions, are up report Ordnance Survey. New
products like print on demand and weatherproof
materials have helped. This is good news. The
digital technology companies have become far
too arrogant in believing the world entirely
belongs to them.
Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google, was upset
recently when someone described his employees
as “knowledge workers”, They’re much better
than that declared Schmidt, they’re “Smart
Creatives”. So damn smart they couldn’t foresee
all the obvious problems that would come from
their development of the now parked Google
Glass. And don’t get me started on Google’s
Android operating system, where pointless
updates change the interface of my phone.
These people are not as smart as they think they
are. Smart Creatives? In my book too many of
them are dumb disrupters!
Enjoy the issue. We will be back for May/June
and a preview of the 2015 GEO Business
conference and exhibition. In the meantime, you
can follow the geo news day by day via
www.Location-Source.com.

Stephen Booth, Editor

Print and digital
For some considerable time and for obvious
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NEWS

Hexacopter captures zero gravity plane

PIN

Surveyors Uli Bauer and Andreas Gelhausen have generated a 3D
model of the landing gear of the Airbus A300 ZERO-G (an aircraft
that allows astronauts to briefly experience weightlessness) to an
accuracy of ± 5 mm using the Aibot X6 UAV to capture a point cloud
of the aircraft. The aircraft, which has been used for 15 years by DLR
for scientific research into microgravity, is to be put on display at
Cologne Bonn Airport for visitors to look around. For this reason, a
supporting construction is needed for the aircraft to stand on
permanently without its tyres touching the floor.
The landing gear has only five position points, known as pins,
which the aircraft can rest upon. The surveyors were tasked with
determining the geometrical position of the pins. Using
photogrammetry to generate the data, they first scanned the landing
gear with a Leica ScanStation C10 to use as a reference. Next they
photographed the landing gear from all angles with a Nikon Coolpix
A camera to create a 3D model from the pictures. The inset images
above show, left the landing gear and pin and right, the captured
point cloud. “The final image analysis is very detailed and accurate,
the results are amazing” said Gelhausen. “The comparison with the
laser-scanned data has shown that we can use the Hexacopter Aibot
X6 system readily for such tasks in the future.”

RICS in property
boundaries debate
Speaking in a debate in the House
of Lords minister of state Lord
Faulks said ‘It is perhaps
regrettable that boundaries are
rarely precisely defined in England
and Wales, and the standard of
property descriptions in
conveyances and the matching of
plans to the situation on the
ground has historically too often
been poor.’ He added, ‘I noted from
the RICS document, which was part
of the very helpful Library Note put
together for this debate, that there
is an RICS Neighbour Disputes
Service which provides access to a
specialist panel of expert members
with experience of resolving
neighbourly boundary disputes.’
The debate on possible property
boundaries legislation was led by
the Earl of Lytton FRICS (chair of
RICS Boundaries and party walls
panel and a long-time advocate of
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the need for property boundary
legislation) led the debate. RICS
also features in the now released
Property Boundaries scoping study
by the Ministry of Justice
https://www.gov.uk/governmen
t/publications/scoping-study-onproperty-boundary-disputes. The
full Hansard report of the debate
can be sourced at
www.publications.parliament.uk/
pa/ld201415/ldhansrd/text/15011
5-gc0001.htm#15011574000042

Tanzanian Land agency
visits RICS
RICS recently welcomed senior
officials from the Ministry of Land,
Housing and Human Settlements
Development (MLHHSD) Tanzania.
Mr Justo Lyamuya (Director of
Mapping), Mrs Subira Sinda
(Registrar of Titles) and Mrs
Elizabeth (Betty) Mrema –
Mapping Officer – Photogrammetry
were in the UK on a week-long
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study tour organised by DfiD
through the IFuse development
programme. Their visit to RICS
heard presentations from James
Kavanagh (Director Land), Tony
Mulhall (P&D) and Diane
Dumashie FRICS (FIG vice
president and member of RICS
Governing Council). Issues covered
included mapping, land value, rapid
urbanisation, training (The Ardi
institute in Dar Es Salaam is an
African centre of excellence in land
administration and surveying
education) and standards. Soft and
hard copies of various RICS
standards were given to the group
such as Vertical Aerial
Specifications 5th ed 2010 and
Valuation of development land and
discussions also centred on the
need for global standards in land
measurements.
The DfID funded IFuse
(Investment funding for utilising UK
specialist expertise) has proved
significant for RICS with previously
funded initiatives in Cambodia,
Bangladesh and Tajikistan and a
forthcoming IFuse initiative in
India. By working with IFuse and
colleagues in UK government
agencies such as Land Registry and
Ordnance Survey, RICS can readily
engage with capacity building,
training and knowledge transfer on
a direct government to government
basis in sectors with enormous
potential and strategic importance.
The UN is also engaging with IFuse
(Tajikistan, UNECE) and both James
Kavanagh and Tony Mulhall have
had papers accepted for the World
Bank Land & Poverty conference in
Washington March 2015.

OSGB opens doors to RICS
Ordnance Survey GB recently
organised a CPD training day for
RICS AssocRICS and MRICS
trainees. The event was designed to
provide knowledge for candidates
and members following the Land &
Engineering Survey and Geomatics
pathways. The delegate capacity
was quickly reached (30) and the
group was welcomed to OS by
Dave Tucker MRICS and his team.
James Kavanagh MRICS was in
attendance. OS Director Neil
Ackroyd FRICS gave an
introductory presentation on the
future of national mapping and
geo-technologies and the
delegation was split into three

groups. Each group was then
introduced to some key OS
departments and initiatives such as
Land and Property, Innovation and
Remote Sensing and
Photogrammetry. The delegates
gained a very in-depth insight into
the complexity of the national
mapping agency, the constant
quality control and expertise
needed to maintain the national
mapping database and how OS
needs to constantly maintain its
position in the fast moving and
technologically advanced geoworld.

GeoBusiness 2015
conference programme
gathers pace
Last year’s GeoBusiness event
represented a real ‘coming of age’
moment for the burgeoning UK
geospatial industries. RICS, AGI,
TSA and ICES worked together with
major geo-industry players such as
Leica, Trimble and Topcon to get
the inaugural show on the road in
conjunction with organisers
Diversified. GeoBusiness 2015
promises to be even bigger, better
and cutting-edge.
For this year, to the initial
industry supporters has been added
the ICE (Institution of Civil
Engineers), the exhibition space
has expanded by 20% and over
160 abstracts were submitted
during the recent call for papers.
This year’s event also promises to
be client focused and much more
international in scope with
abstracts submitted from over 30
countries. FIG has also recently
added their support and the event
workshops proved very popular
with young surveyors last year as
they were able to get their hands
on or have close-up experience
with the technology.
RICS recently hosted a meeting
of the GeoBusiness technical
committee, which worked its way
through all 169 abstracts during a
long but very worthwhile
afternoon. This group of eminent
geo-industry movers and shakers
just highlights the importance of
the collaborative nature of the
event and how it has brought our
industry together and ‘enabled
geospatial industries’. See you on
27th-28th May at the Business
Design Centre Islington London,
www.geobusinessshow.com

NEWS

LandInfra
The OGC has issued a request for
comments on the OGC LandInfra
Conceptual Model. This is the first
public draft of the OGC’s proposed
UML (Unified Model Language)
conceptual model for land parcels
and the built environment. The new
candidate OGC standard is to be
called the OGC InfraGML Encoding
Standard and is a UML conceptual
model that establishes a single set
of consistent concepts that could be
implemented in GML (as InfraGML)
or in other encoding systems.
After reviewing the existing
LandXML format, the OGC’s Land
and Infrastructure Domain Working
Group (LandInfraDWG) decided
that a fresh start standard was
warranted. The new standard
would have a subset of LandXML
functionality, but it would be
consistent with the standards
baseline, implemented with the
Geography Markup Language
(GML), and supported by the UML
conceptual model.
Called InfraGML, this new
standard would align with existing
OGC (and TC211 and SQL/MM)
standards, including the OGC
Modular Specification and benefit
from functionality already supported
by GML, including features,
geometry, coordinate reference
systems, linear referencing, and
surface modelling (TIN). It will also
be synchronized with concurrent
efforts by buildingSMART
International in their development
of Infrastructure-based Industry
Foundation Classes (IFCs), and be
more easily integrated with
TransXML and OGC CityGML.

W3C and OGC integrate
spatial data
The W3C and the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) have announced
a new collaboration to improve
interoperability and integration of
spatial data on the web.
Spatial data is integral to many
human endeavours and so there is
a high value in making it easier to
integrate with web-based datasets
and services. For example, one can
use a GIS system to find “the
nearest restaurant” but today it is
difficult to associate that restaurant
with reviewer comments available
on the web in a scalable way.
Likewise, concepts used widely on
the web such as “the United

Kingdom” do not match the
geographic concepts defined in a
GIS system as web developers are
missing out on valuable
information available in GI systems.
Bridging this gap will create a
network that enriches both worlds.
For this collaboration, W3C and
OGC have each launched a Spatial
data on the Web Working Group. See
http://www.w3.org/2015/spatial
/ and
http://www.opengeospatial.org
/projects/groups/sdwwg.

International Boundaries
events
Durham University’s International
Boundaries Research Unit (IBRU)
has announced a series of events
during 2015, including:
4-6 May Preparing for Third Party
Settlement of Boundary and
Territorial Disputes.
21-23 September Archive
Research for Boundary Resolution.
16-18 November Defining,
Delimiting and Managing the Outer
Continental Shelf.
More at:
www.durham.ac.uk/ibru

It’s fun, but is it CPD?
The latest RICS evening lecture was
this year’s GeoForum lecture on 15th
January. A nearly full house gathered
to hear author Nicholas Crane
speak about the role of maps in his
travels. He began by announcing
that geography was once again
centre stage and that maps are used
everywhere to connect with the
public. Recent years have seen the
publication of many books about
maps, including the latest edition of
the Times Comprehensive Atlas. This
edition includes a map of the
topography under the Antarctic ice.
It also records five hundred place
name changes – the unfortunately
named Staines upon Thames being
one of them.
But what did our predecessors
do before there were maps? After
all, maps have only existed for the
past 1000 years. The answer,
according to Crane, is mental
maps, making use initially of
natural landmarks and then manmade features. He mentioned the
role of senses other than sight in
mental mapping. Crane has written
a biography of Mercator and took
the opportunity to mention Gemma
Frisius, Mercator’s mentor and the

Monitoring Dover’s Prince of Wales Pier

Dover Harbour Board has contracted ITM Monitoring to support its
asset management programme with a bespoke automated system to
continuously monitor the Prince of Wales Pier at the port. Dover is
the busiest international 24/7 roll-on roll-off ferry port in Europe and
can handle up to 160 km of vehicle freight a day.
This system allows highly accurate, sub-millimetre readings to be
taken on the verticality of the seaward pier and, with all sensors
being data logged and posted to ITM Monitoring’s web-based data
visualisation software, allows for completely autonomous, remote
monitoring. This enables the client to view the reaction of the of the
pier structure due to tidal influence and to assess whether there are
any long term movement trends.
genius who first described
triangulation but as yet has no
biography to honour his work. In
truth, this talk was an odyssey in
which Crane related anecdotes as
he followed some of his journeys
interspersed with asides.
Interesting? Yes. CPD? No.

Company status for OS
In an interesting move the
Government has announced that
Ordnance Survey, which currently
operates as a trading fund, will
become a government-owned
company from the beginning of the
financial year in April. OS has been
working with the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills to
consider the most appropriate
platform for its future operations.
The government and Ordnance
Survey management have
concluded that operating as a
government-owned company
(GovCo) will better place the
business to act at pace in rapidly
changing markets and remain at
the forefront of the global
geospatial industry. GW wonders if
the move could facilitate a sale of
OS after the May general election.

Galileo launch in March
The seventh and eighth Galileo
navigation satellites will be

launched together by a Soyuz
rocket in late March, resuming the
interrupted building of the satnav
constellation. The previous launch
alas saw the satellites released into
the wrong orbit. The reason for the
malfunction has been pinned down
to an installation error in the Fregat
upper stage that delivers the
satellites into their final orbits. A
hydrazine fuel line was bracketed
next to a liquid helium line, freezing
the hydrazine and resulting in
Fregat’s faulty orientation.

MapMyRights changes
A new website
(www.MapMyRights.org) is soon
to be launched and will include
research results from the new
“Crowdsourced Land Rights”
working group of FIG Commission
7, led by Robin McLaren, Director
of Know Edge Ltd. Robin will
continue to provide management
consulting services worldwide in
the Land Policy, Land
Administration and GIS domains
through his consulting company.

3D Portrayal Service Standard
Public consultation on the OGS’s 3D
candidate Portrayal Service Standard
closed at the end of February. In the
last decade, progress in airborne
and mobile laser scanning and
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Adopt a school!

http://www.alliedmarketresearc
h.com/3D-camera-market

Alternative train signalling

Peter Hansford, the government’s chief construction advisor, writing
in Building (www.building.co.uk) has taken Class of Your Own a step
further by advocating that every company involved in construction
should adopt a school. “Too few teachers know very much about the
construction industry”, he says. “We must create strong, lasting
partnerships if we’re to develop a talent pipeline of eager, wellinformed, inspired new recruits.” Hansford has suggested, as a
target, that the industry should commit to adopting 100 schools
through Class of Your Own’s Design Engineer Construct programme www.designengineerconstruct.com. If your company adopts a school,
please let GW know.
photogrammetric methods have
brought an explosion of terrain data
and detailed 3D models of the built
environment. Models are often
maintained in proprietary
environments, hence the need for a
new standard to create a unified
web service for 3D portrayal,
making it easier for applications to
present, explore, and analyse
complex 3D geospatial data from
diverse sources.

3D camera market set to
explode
A report by Allied Market Research
titled, “Global 3D Camera Market Size, Industry Analysis, Trends,
Opportunities, Growth and

Forecast, 2013 – 2020”, predicts
that the global 3D Camera market
is expected to reach $7,661.8
million by 2020, registering a
cumulative annual growth rate of
39.4% during 2014–2020. The
report states that growth will be
powered by smartphones, 80% of
which could be enabled with 3D
imaging technology by 2018. The
entertainment and media industry
is witnessing a rapid surge in 3D
content. Moreover, increasing use
of 3D imaging for security
surveillance, home automation and
mobile robots, is paving the way
for market growth for 3D camera
products. To view the report, visit
the website at

EVENTS CALENDAR 2015
• SEMINARS • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS • COURSES • WORKSHOPS
GW welcomes advance details of events of interest to the Geomatics community.
Details to: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
UAVS Spring Members Event
31st March Novotel Tower Bridge
https://www.uavs.org/
SPAR International 2015
March 30-April 2, Houston Texas USA
http://www.sparpointgroup.com/
international/
Offshore Survey 2015 conference
15-16 April, Southampton, UK
www.offshoresurvey.co.uk
World Cadastre Summit
April 20-25 Instanbul, Turkey
http://wcadastre.org
RIEGL LIDAR 2015
May 5-8, Hong Kong & Guangzhou China
http://www.riegl.com/media-
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events/events/
FIG Working Week
17-21 May, Sophia, Bulgaria
www.fig.net/fig2015
GEO Business 2015
27-28 May, Business Design Centre,
London
www.GeoBusinessShow.com
HxGN Live 2015
1-4 June, Las Vegas Nevada
http://hxgnlive.com/
also: 18-20 November, Hong Kong
Geomatics Indaba 2015
11-13 August Emperors Palace,
Ekurhuleni, South Africa.
http://geomatics.org.za/
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Network Rail and FutureRailway are
seeking entrants for a groundbreaking opportunity to take part in
their 100% funded £4 million
COMbined Positioning Alternative
Signalling System (COMPASS)
competition. The system to be
developed will enable trains to
continue to move safely, should the
current or future signalling system
fail. This is critical to passengers and
the wider rail industry in recovering
the service quickly. It will also
provide signallers with a reliable
alternative to the current Temporary
Block Working (TBW) with a more
accurate view of a train’s position,
speed and direction of travel. Those
with experience of systems and data
integration, signalling systems, train
positioning and satellite technology
are also being encouraged to take
part in developing proposals. The
closing date for applications is 27
March. Visit:
www.futurerailway.org/
competitions

Hexagon Mining
Hexagon has corralled the various
parts of its business that deal with
mining under one banner –
Hexagon Mining. The group
includes MineSight, Devex Mining,
Leica Geosystems Mining and
SAFEmine. “As high-grade ores
become scarcer and profit margins
tighten, the consolidated
experience and expertise offered by
Hexagon Mining could not be more
timely”, said Hexagon President
and CEO Ola Rollén.

Innovative Use of Survey Technology
went to BFK Crossrail for the
development of point cloud
technology to give ‘live’ layer
thickness during SCL construction,
enabling comparisons of multiple
design and as-built thickness. Clear
Route won the award for Non
Technical Product Development with
the IBB1, a simple yet effective
accessory for surveying in the dark,
which will make surveying
underground a lot easier for many.

OS map sales increase
Until two years ago sales of
Ordnance Survey paper map sales
were falling, yet in 2014 the trend
was reversed with sales up by 3%
and figures for the financial year
(2014-15) are showing an even
more impressive 7% increase.
Recent developments in paper
mapping include the Active range of
weatherproof maps and the launch
two years ago of the popular
Custom Made maps, sales of which
rose last year by 12%. Custom
Made maps allow users to create a
bespoke map of an area, complete
with their own cover images.

OGC and OMA get it
together
The Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) and the Open Mobile
Alliance (OMA) have announced
that they will cooperate at Mobile
World Congress in Barcelona,
Spain, March 2-5, 2015 in order to
promote a unified message to the
mobile community. Members will
demonstrate how products and
services enabled by standards
developed at the two organisations
have helped their companies
achieve market success.

SCCS awards
Survey equipment supplier SCCS has
announced its 2014 awards. Chris
Preston is Most Influential
Geomatician for his work at
Network Rail as well as his
leadership of the RICS Geomatics
Professional Group, chairmanships
of the ICES Geospatial Engineering
practice committee and his
chairmanship of the GEOBusiness
conference last year. Most
Collaborative Supplier was Wisen
Innovations for its development of
monitoring sensors in close
collaboration with the civil
engineering and construction
industries. The award for Most

Originality, significance
and rigour
The results of the 2014 UK
Research Excellence Framework
(REF) have ranked the Newcastle
University’s Civil Engineering
research second in the UK
(comprising their environmental
engineering, geomatics,
geotechnical and structural
engineering, transport, and water
resources groups). In Earth Systems
and Environmental Science, the
geoscience group was ranked
second in the UK for research
impact. Almost all of the
University’s research was officially

NEWS

classified as world-leading or
internationally excellent in terms of
originality, significance and rigour.

Combined events
The British Cartographic Society is
combining its annual symposium
with the Society of Cartographers
annual summer school from Tuesday
8th September to Thursday 10th
September 2015 at Park Inn by
Radisson in York. The programme
committee is currently seeking
papers for the main conference
sessions and workshops within the
following themes: Neocartography,
3D mapping, mapping Yorkshire,
military mapping, open source
projects, maps on apps, hand drawn
maps, planning for change
(transport, urban, Green), and what’s
new. Those interested in submitting
a paper or workshop contribution
should complete the online form at
www.soc.org.uk/socbcs2015. The
closing date for submissions is Friday
20 March 2015. Successful
applicants will be notified by 3 April.

BRIEFS
Opti-cal has added Motorola XTNi
radios, with an 8km range, to its
fleet of detection and safety
equipment. The company also
offers a range of cable detectors,
ground penetrating radar,
precision locators, inspection
cameras, confined space rescue
equipment and gas monitors
from its £5m plus hire fleet. Optical are also a Leica Geosystems
fully accredited authorised
distributor and service partner.
Members of ICES can now qualify
for individual chartered status as
chartered engineers. Eligible
members will be able to take the
first steps towards engineering
technician (EngTech), incorporated
engineer (IREng) and chartered
engineer (CEng) from autumn 2015.
This year’s Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in Las Vegas featured
an indoor navigation system for

attendees powered by Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) beacons,
placed throughout the show
floor. It was accessible through
an app that provided attendees
with directions to exhibitor
locations. The system was
supplied by Radius Networks.
South Australian company Redstack
has formed alliances with local
partners Maptek and Avitus UAV
Systems to offer 3D scanning and
3D modelling services. With
headquarters in North Adelaide,
South Australia, Redstack is a
leading provider of service and
technology to the engineering and
architecture community. The
partnership complements
Redstack’s existing relationships
with Autodesk, Apple and
Makerbot.
The Survey Association has
published a client guide to
commissioning inshore and
nearshore hydrographic surveys

to aid procurement. The guide is
essential reading for anyone
about to commission a survey in
the coastal zone and can be
downloaded for free at:
www.tsa-uk.org.uk/forclients/guidance-notes/
QuickBird is dead. European Space
Imaging has announced the end of
the imaging satellite, in orbit for
more than 13 years, far exceeding
its designed life. It made over
70,000 trips around the Earth,
contributing substantially to
DigitalGlobe’s imagery catalogue,.
which remains available.
Topcon Positioning Group has
announced an agreement with
concrete paving manufacturer
Gomaco Corporation to provide
3D control systems for its curb
and gutter machines, concrete
slipform pavers, placer/
spreaders and trimmers. The
deal includes Topcon’s unique
Millimetre GPS system.

PEOPLE
Fiona Main wins first David
Tait Prize

Agius is administrator for
UN-GGIM: Europe

At a graduation ceremony held on
December 5th at the University of
Glasgow, as well as the 2013-14
cohort of MSc students
(Geospatial&Mapping Science and
Geoinformation Technology &
Cartography - both of which
programmes RICS accredited the
David Tait Prize was presented for
the first time by his widow, Jenny
Tait to Fiona Main who was judged
to be the most outstanding graduate
in the application of geomatics.
David Tait was a long serving
lecturer and senior lecturer at
Glasgow, particularly focusing on
non-topographic photogrammetry
and land survey. The Prize will
continue hereafter, funded by
donations made by former students,
Following David’s death in 2011.

EuroGeographics has signed a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) with
The Netherlands’ Cadastre, Land
Registry and Mapping Agency
(Kadaster) to provide a secretariat
for Maltese geospatial professional
Carol Agius, who has been
appointed Administrator for the
European regional committee of the
UN Initiative on Global Geospatial
Information Management (UNGGIM). In addition to ensuring that
relevant organisations in the
European Member States and
Institutions are informed about its
activities, Agius will also be
responsible for organising the
annual plenary, Executive Committee
and Working Group Meetings.

Esri UK appoints new MD
Esri UK has announced the
appointment of Stuart Bonthrone,
currently sales and marketing
director for Esri UK, as its new
managing director. Stuart takes
over from Richard Waite who
takes on the role of chairman with
immediate effect.

Samora is President
Hexagon Mining has appointed
Hélio Samora as its President. Born
and raised in Brazil, and fluent in
English and Spanish, Samora has
degrees in mechanical engineering
and industrial marketing. He began
his career at Semco SA before
spending seven years at Sisgraph,
now a Hexagon business, where he
was responsible for sales. He spent

18 years at PTC (formerly Parametric
Technology Corporation) where he
was area vice president for PTC.

Bob Avenell FRICS

We regret to report the death of
Bob Avenell who worked with
David J Powell Surveys Ltd on
boundary surveys. David comments:
Bob contacted me in 2006 to say
he was coming back from 37 years
in Botswana and wondered if there
was any “boundary-work” he could
do on his return to the Bournemouth
area. After a couple of meetings Bob
started working for my firm in mid
2007 and soon became an integral
part of our team. His first project
was to record and advise on the
boundaries of a 1,000 acre estate in
rural Essex and, from the client’s
feedback it was obvious that his
professionalism and his people-skills

had made a big impression.
Bob then became busy with new
projects and resolved boundary
disputes for a variety of clients,
including HM Prisons, terraced
houses in inner-London and large
country estates. He also attended
courses at the Academy of Experts,
Grays Inn, London and gave
evidence under cross-examination in
many Court cases. Bob was
especially adept at dealing with
aggressive questioning from crossexamining barristers, a skill that he
had learnt when being tormented by
drill sergeants at Chepstow!
Since Bob’s death we have
received many glowing testimonials
from his clients, typified by this one,
received from a senior London
barrister: “As you know I worked
with him. I recall enjoying red wine
and discussing the case with him; or
maybe we just enjoyed some wine
after the case! A thoroughly decent
chap. RIP”. Bob will be sorely missed
by all of us here in Ringwood.

Tim Leon
GW was also saddened to report
the death of Tim Leon, FRICS. A
tribute appears in this issue’s
Undercurrents column.
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FREE*
Register online today at:
www.GeoBusinessShow.com

The geospatial event for everyone
involved in the gathering, storing,
processing and delivering of
geospatial information.
Incorporating:
· A world class exhibition attracting the leading service
providers and suppliers of geospatial technology
· An innovative conference presenting the latest industry
advances for all those working with spatial data
· A workshop and demonstration programme offering
buyers a hands-on experience and providing in-depth
knowledge of the latest products and services
· Welcome drinks and gala dinner offering a chance to
network and socialise with colleagues old and new
For more information on the event visit

www.GeoBusinessShow.com
Organised by:
In collaboration with:

GEO Business

@GEOBusinessShow
# geobiz

EMPOWERING GEOSPATIAL INDUSTRIES
*Exhibition and workshops are free to attend. Registration fee applies for the conference.

Geomatics PGB Chair

Climate change? It’s all about
Geomatics!

O
A close study of the
consequences of
climate change
reaveals
opportunities for
Geomatics, argues
Chris Preston,
chair of RICS
Geomatics
Professional Group.

Chris Preston welcomes
your comments and
thoughts so please email
to the following address
geochair.rics@gmail.com

ne of the fantastic things about our
profession is the vast array of varying
areas our work can take us. The FIG has
recently published an article entitled “Climate
change and the role of surveyors.” I have to
say that I started to read this and thought, is
this really relevant to us? But I was surprised
to find that it grabbed my attention. We all
cannot have failed to notice the numbers of
natural disasters in the form of droughts,
floods, storms and hurricanes (cyclones and
typhoons) that afflict low lying and coastal
settlements. Extreme weather can hit any part
of the world but the effects are more severe in
least developed countries and it creates
“climate refugees.”
Surveyors can play an important part in
establishing, quantifying and managing
climate change. Our core skills of
geoinformatics, land management and
development, building, land law, real estate
and business administration as well as social
competence are required. Other aspects
include the use of geo-information for energy
related issues. Which areas are suitable for
geothermal energy, wind power, which roofs
are suitable for the production of solar
energy? How can networks be optimised for
the transport of energy? 3D city models
enable simulation of noise and emissions or
changes in urban microclimates. 3D landscape
models enable the prediction of areas and
buildings that would be affected by flooding
allowing supporting measures to be initiated.
Surveyors should be involved in disaster risk
management but little evidence of our
involvement seems to filter back to our shores
apart from via the great work of the
MapAction charity. Perhaps our international
colleagues can address that by writing articles
for GW?

Indian opportunities
RICS Modus’ November feature on India made
for some interesting reading. Apparently the
country needs 5 million new workers in real
estate every year but only a million people
with the required knowledge are entering the
market. India apparently possesses many
professionals trained in civil engineering or
architecture but they do not have the
vocational training and learn on the job. One
of the hurdles to doing business in India is
that such people are good technically but have
to be taught commercial and financial skills.
Conventional engineering people working in
industry do not have management skills and
often those working in the technical domain
do not have the requisite technical skills.
“Techno-managerial skills” are needed. What
about Geomatics? Do our courses cover these
so called “techno-managerial skills?” If they
do not are we equipping our future business
leaders properly?

Identifying flying objects
I really hope that we can come to some
sensible conclusion about our term to use for
drones. Everyone knows what is meant by
this term but we persist in using the various
UAV, UAS, RPAS, SUA (UK Civil Aviation
Authority favoured). Surely the important
thing is that a common understanding is
reached. Most are now aware of the
restrictions to drone use but it seems that in
some places the local inhabitants take it
upon themselves to make them unwelcome.
A project in a mountainous area of Ecuador
suffered from the offending drone being
attacked by hawks who felt the drone was a
competitor.
As ever, please get in touch on items in this
column or any others.

How to ensure that you always get GeomaticsWorld
If you receive GW as part of your RICS membership, you must inform the Institution of any change of address. As
publishers of GW we cannot change the RICS membership database for you. Call +44 (0)870 333 1600 or log on
to the RICS website or write to: RICS Contact Centre, Surveyor Court, Westwood Way, Coventry, CV4 8JE, UK or
email contactrics@rics.org Subscribers to GW can call +44 (0)1438 352617 or email: lucy@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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Farewell to a great Surveyor
by Malcolm Draper, Rentalength

The life of another
great surveyor is
celebrated and we
look at mental
maps, mixing
measurement units,
defining politicians
and a unique way
of addressing
everyone on the
planet.

I

am delighted to read that the UK Government is
to fulfill its promise last year of creating an
Institute to honour Alan Turing, the pioneering
computer scientist and wartime code breaker.
Turing, you will be aware, is celebrated in the film
The Imitation Game and was the man responsible
for so much of the decoding at the secret Bletchley
Park during the second world war. He cracked the
Enigma codes and went on to design two early
computers, the Bombe and the Colossus to help
decode rapidly the German military’s messages.
Sadly he was ignored after the war and ended up
committing suicide following a conviction related
to homosexuality.
Now five universities – Cambridge, Edinburgh,
Oxford, Warwick and UCL – will form the Institute,
which will be located in the British Library. The
Institute will promote the development and use of
advanced mathematics, computer science,
algorithms and big data for human benefit by
attracting the best specialists from the UK and
across the globe. Apparently the British Library is
located in what (I guess) estate agents are now
promoting as London’s “Knowledge Quarter”. This
is the area that includes Bloomsbury, Kings Cross,
St Pancras and the British Library and centres like
UCL and The Wellcome Trust.

Empire tour
I haven’t managed too many evening lectures at

The Wright-Draper Collection surfaces

the RGS so far this year but I did hear Dr Tristram
Hunt speak on ten cities that made the Empire –
Boston, Dublin, Bridgetown, Cape Town, Bombay,
Calcutta, Hong Kong, Melbourne, New Delhi,
Liverpool. A fantastic lecture which is also a book.

Cognitive mapping
There was an interesting evening at the RICS in
January when we heard Nick Crane talk about
“Maplines” and cognitive maps – those that
people carry in their heads. Geography, he said,
was “an ancient discipline searching for
answers”. He also talked about how people
managed to get around the world before maps.
He once tried this in Afghanistan, relying only on
the detailed mental map of his guide.
Crane has visited some odd spots in his travels.
The “Pole of Inaccessibility” is a point somewhere
in Asia which is the farthest from the sea in any
direction. This turned out to be somewhere in the
middle of Asia, to which he nevertheless managed
to reach with his brother by bike! He has also
camped on the top of Mont Blanc on Christmas
Day with other climbers, enjoying a celebratory
meal of porridge but rejecting the prospect of an
after dinner mint created from a slice of Mars Bar
thinly spread with toothpaste!
It was an excellent evening rounded off by a
good session in the Westminster Arms in the
company of many including Hammersmith &
Fulham surveyors Charles Kiely and Hugh O’ Reilly.
Paul MacArthur also dropped in from a meeting at
the ICE, next door to the RICS. Afterwards I went
with the editor to the new restaurant of Adam
Handling (runner up in the Professional Master
Chef competition) in the Caxton, St James Park.
An excellent spot but I do worry that it’s a bit out
of the way in that part of London.

Miscellany

Above: home of the
collection, Ghent
University. Left: Jan de
Graeve, Director of the
International Institute for
the History of Surveying
and Measurement.
I can report that my collection of early electronic surveying equipment,
which the late Alan Wright used to look after, is now on display in Ghent
University in Belgium. Attendees to the 5th ICA Commission Symposium on
History of Cartography, on 2 December last year were able to study them. If
you’re in Belgium don’t forget to pop into the University for a peek.
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Happy Birthday to my old mate Ron Craven who
turned 80 on 2nd February, the same age as Elvis
Presley, if he’d lived. I’ve known Ron for well over
40 years. He was joint founder with the late Frank
Plowman of the original Plowman Craven &
Rylance, land surveyors.
Alan Murray has drawn my attention to a bizarre
new addressing system. The website what3words
enables anyone in the world to locate themselves
within a 3 × 3 metre square anywhere on the
planet. The promoters have divided the world up
into 57 trillion squares and, drawing from a
database of 40,000 words, can name each
square with a unique three-word title. Alan tells
me he lives at “stopwatch.chicken.chopper” and
the RICS is located at “sadly.posed.submit”.

UNDERCURRENTS
Ernie Wickens writes with a set of instructions to
erect a fruit cage (I didn’t know fruit could be
dangerous). After carefully recording the size of
the frame in metres the suppliers then quote the
length of each component in inches and a final
assembly tolerance in ± inches. For good measure
they then supply a plan in metres and a further
one in both metric and Imperial. As the American
scientist said in response to an enquiry by a Brit
colleague on their progress towards the metric
system, “We’re getting there, inch by inch!”

Country corner
Someone recently sent me a list of suggested titles
for country & western songs. You know the ones,
they often tell of failed marriages, death and
disastrous relationships. One of my favourites
from way back was Hank Williams’ “My son calls
another man Daddy”. Here are some more for the
songwriters to get to grips with:
Get Your Tongue Outta My Mouth Cause I’m
Kissing You Goodbye!
If The Phone Don’t Ring, You’ll Know It’s Me
She’s Actin’ Single and I’m Drinkin’ Doubles
I Liked You Better Before I Knew You So Well
I Still Miss You, Baby, But My Aim’s Getting’
Better
I’m So Miserable Without You; It’s like Having
You Here

Identify them first
With the serious political season almost upon us
in the UK, I thought readers would enjoy this
tale from a mate in South Africa.
While stitching a cut on the hand of a 75year old farmer, whose hand was caught in a
squeeze gate whilst working cattle, the doctor
struck up a conversation with the old man.
Eventually the topic got around to politicians
and their role as our leaders. The old farmer
said, “Well, as I see it, most politicians are ‘Post
Turtles’.” Not being familiar with the term, the
doctor asked him what a ‘post turtle’ was.
The old farmer said, “When you’re driving
down a country road and you come across a
fence post with a turtle balanced on top, that’s a
post turtle.” The old farmer saw the puzzled
look on the doctor’s face so he continued to
explain. “You know he didn’t get up there by
himself, he doesn’t belong up there, he doesn’t
know what to do while he’s up there, he’s
elevated beyond his ability to function, and you
just wonder what kind of dumb arse put him up
there to begin with.” Best explanation of a
politician I’ve ever heard.

From Malcolm Anderson: Nothing Changes
I’ve just checked the date of the letters page in
the last issue of GW. The matters discussed were
the subject of concern 40 years ago. At the time,
because project managers ignored or had
insufficiently broad knowledge of the disciplines
over which they had control, the omission of

Timothy
Michael
Loveday
Leon,
1933 - 2014

Undercurrents is saddened to report the passing of another great surveyor.
Tim Leon (nicely remembered in the two portraits above), formerly with
Glen Surveys, died on Christmas Day last year. What rotten luck for his
family. His funeral was a really great send-off however. I met his older
brother David, wife Tessa and two daughters Bridget and Sarah. There were
lots of others there too, with an excellent turnout from the surveying
fraternity that included Carl Calvert, Mark Siggers, Frank Jackson, Brian
Ping, Graham Bugler, Andrew Goodwin, Barry Mizen and others. Tim’s
brother David gave the eulogy and recalled that they had both been
evacuated in 1939 when war broke out to Canada. Two small boys, 6 and 8
were sent unaccompanied across the Atlantic to a country they had never
seen. Fortunately for them they were taken in by a kindly family who
looked after them for the duration and they have remained in touch ever
since. What a lovely story.
After leaving Glen Surveys, Tim specialised in boundary surveys and
expert witness work. He also qualified as a Dispute Resolver in addition to
holding a BSc in Land Surveying and being a Fellow member of the RICS.
land survey participation on the implementation
planning team on Britain’s largest planned urban
project resulted in much inefficiency, duplication
of effort, expense and a lost opportunity for
innovation and the immediate application of
efficient modern surveying techniques.
The assumption that surveying did not require
specialist involvement and staffing gave rise to
the award of an early ill-specified contract for
large scale mapping, of which a randomly
located 20% was unsuitable for engineering
design purposes.
The situation was rescued a little late in the
day with the appointment of a qualified surveyor
in a management capacity who subsequently
spent 15 years in a struggle for recognition of
the usefulness of his services to the other
disciplines involved in the project, comprehensive
re-mapping, the acquisition of electronic
instruments, the encouragement of modern
techniques and, in the face of prolonged
scepticism, the initiation of a computer-based
land information system, which became
operational too late to be of universal benefit.
Considerable benefit can accrue from the
early and ongoing participation at management
level of qualified, and broadly experienced
engineering surveyors, fully conversant with the
requirements of other disciplines but from what I
have just read the familiar problem is still, how
to get them recognised and appointed. The
recent efforts of the Chartered Institution of Civil
Engineering Surveyors to give its members the
opportunity for Chartered Engineer registration is
surely a step in the right direction.
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Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com
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Geomatics and the Insurance Industry
by Prof Ian Dowman

There are
opportunities for
geomatics
professionals in
insurance explains
Prof. Ian Dowman
in this interesting
article, which
examines how
insurers (and
reinsurers) use
geomatics and
location technologies
such as DEMs, GNSS,
flood modelling and
SAR in their daily
businesses.

‘‘

We’ll also be
able to better
understand
whether a
customer has
been a victim of a
one-off occurrence
or is at risk from
potentially
frequent flooding.

’’

T

he use of geospatial information to support
disaster management is a well-known use
of such data, and organisations including
MapAction are now well established to respond
to disasters. However, a growing area of
application is in pre-event risk assessment and
post-event deployment of earth observation
intelligence by the insurance industry. The idea of
using location data is not new and in recent
years the national press has reported on
household insurance premiums being related to
post codes which have been assessed for flood
risk; motor insurance has been linked to the
mileage covered and even the quality of driving.
Location intelligence helps the insurance
company to understand where losses have
occurred, the best place to locate services
designed to respond to incidents and where to
deploy loss adjusting staff by using predictive
analysis to help anticipate where claims are likely
to occur. The common theme for all of these
issues is location.
Framed by insurance industry initiatives such
as Solvency II, Flood Re and the recent FCA
thematic review requiring claims to demonstrate
excellence in information, communication and
supply chain interaction, this article looks at the
development of these applications and at some
of the organisations involved.

Damage assessment and rapid loss
estimation
Civil engineers have been studying the damage
caused by Earthquakes for many years, largely
from the point of view of construction materials
and methods. Their conclusions about the
vulnerability relationship linking hazard, physical
damage and financial impact are of interest to
insurance companies estimating losses and
assessing claims. Guy Carpenter1 is a reinsurance
broking company specializing in financial
protection against catastrophic losses and
strategic advisory services to help ensure that
companies are ready and able to respond. They

Figure 1. JBA Risk
Management
Insurability Indicator
map.

now offer a global service, GC-CAT-VIEW, which
integrates event footprints from Earth
Observation (EO) data with clients’ portfolios to
rapidly assess the cost and impact of catastrophic
events. For perils including floods and
earthquakes, satellite and radar imagery, plus
footage from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
the media, social media and ground-survey helps
insurers identify which policies have been
affected and informs reserving. The data also has
potential to support claims handling needs such
as triage and deploying loss-adjusters.
Guy Carpenter’s CAT-VIEW service is global
and following activations for events including
Superstorm Sandy and the Calgary floods, is
currently being deployed in response to the 2015
Malaysia and Thailand floods.

Flood risk
Flooding is a major cost for insurers and location
information has been used extensively for some
time. Back in 2002 Norwich Union (now Aviva
UK) commissioned a digital elevation model
(DEM) which has been combined with a flood
software model developed by Willis2 to produce
information to model flooding. Commenting on
the multi-million pound project, Clive Bolton3 ,
director of pricing for Norwich Union Insurance
said: “We’ll also be able to better understand
whether a customer has been a victim of a oneoff occurrence or is at risk from potentially
frequent flooding. Equally, we may find that
some properties, thought previously to be at risk,
may not flood because of the height of the land.
This new information will help us to set more
appropriate premiums in future.”
Willis uses flood modelling software
internationally to understand and quantify the
risks from what used to be considered second
perils. The Willis Indian Flood Model assesses the
likelihood and magnitude of losses from fluvial
and pluvial flood events by simulating events
based on the spatial and temporal patterns
present in the observational record. The
modelled rainfall and river flows are propagated
using modelling software, developed by JBA Risk
Management4 to derive flood depth and extent
assessments. More advanced risk assessment
includes the study of landslides and subsidence.
JBA Risk Management produce an Insurability
Indicator map of the UK. An example is shown in
Figure 1. Each 5 x 5m grid square where there
may be flood insurance issues is coloured to
indicate a different likelihood of obtaining flood
insurance. Where flood risk is indicated, a higher
flood insurance premium might be expected.

Motoring
Car insurance can be more related to individual
drivers by using location data. A quote for car
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insurance is usually based on a residential
address and does not take into consideration
where the car is driven to, or parked. Use of
GNSS tracking can give much more personalised
information. Aviva UK offers in-car GPS devices
which allows the company to build the insurance
policy around each individual motorist.
Customers will receive monthly bills based on car
usage, including time of day, type of road, and
mileage5 . Satsafe6 produce a GPS enabled
device powered by TomTom Telematics, that
measures a vehicle’s acceleration, braking,
cornering forces as well as the number and
length of journeys that are made, which is used
to determine a driving style score, this is used by
underwriters to assess insurance premiums. This
product is aimed particularly at young drivers.
One of the justifications for developing Galileo
was just such applications.

Claims assessment and verification
Ordnance Survey has produced a white paper
entitled ‘Cracking the fraud combination’7
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/docs/collater
al/insurance-fraud.pdf, which argues the case for
the use of location data in claim assessment.
One case study which used address information
and bus routes showed that a group of people
who claimed whiplash after a bus accident were
not travelling to their homes as claimed, and
used doctors remote from their home address to
assess the whiplash.
Another well documented service provided by
companies such as Eurotempest8 and
Weathernet9 matches addresses to the known
area of storm damage, enabling insurers to
swiftly verify claims as notifications are received.
Figure 2 shows an example from Esri illustrating
how claims can be verified. On an industry-wide
scale, PERILS10 is a non-profit organisation that
aggregates exposure location, loss, and claims
data for events with industry losses greater than
€200m. Subscribers use this data to verify
catastrophe modelling outputs, and as part of
Solvency II to develop their own view of risk.
An area where remote sensing can play an
important role is in oil spill detection. Synthetic
Aperture Radar is particularly useful for this and
an oil spill can be detected and linked to the
vessel which has discharged it.

Players and tools
Insurance companies are using location data to
improve their businesses and use geospatial data
and GIS software. In many cases, they have
invested in employing and training specialists to
use these resources. In-house Earth Observation
specialists are less common within the insurance
sector, with companies instead tending to
engage external specialists. Insurers deal with a
tremendous amount of data and one issue is
how to utilise this data and verify it. The use of
Big Data analytics from providers such as
Inhance11 needs to be integrated into
workflows.
Currently, the main users of location data in

Figure 2: Claims
analysis following
River Loddon
flooding (Esri) .

insurance are the insurance and reinsurance
companies and brokers. These include global
companies such as Munich Re and Guy
Carpenter, as well as “Too-Big-To-Fail” insurers
like Aviva.
Munich Re has software called NATHAN which
lets users determine a property’s exposure to
natural catastrophes, allowing them to detect
gaps in cover and improve their risk
management measures. Guy Carpenter has a
geospatial analytics platform called Advantage
Point+ and their sister company Marsh offers the
Nat Cat Pack. Willis uses Atlas, a map based
visualisation tool to enable users to understand
their global risk profile.
JBA Risk Management is a leading provider of
hazard maps and models to the insurance
industry. Maps, geographic information systems
and remotely sensed data are an integral part of
their work. JBA do not carry out remote sensing
themselves, but a lot of remotely sensed data is
built into their work, for example: radar, LIDAR
and photogrammetry.
Downstream organisations like Ordnance
Survey and IBM Business Analytics provide data
and analysis expertise. Esri12 published a white
paper http://www.esriuk.com/industries/insurance
on ‘The power of location analytics for insurers’
which “…. examines how investing in GIS and BI
(Business Information) integration creates a
platform which can create a sustainable source
of competitive advantage, enabling insurance
companies to improve performance across many
facets of their business.” Esri show how, if a
hurricane is forecast, GIS can map the location of
policy holders, find concentrations, review policy
values, forecast impact areas pinpoint exposure
and alert those in need. In other words give
detailed information on a company’s exposure to
risk and allow planning to mitigate the risk.
A Geoinsurance conference was held in
London in 2014 which brought together
stakeholders in the business13 .

‘‘

The power of
location analytics.
. . examines how
investing in GIS
and BI integration
creates a platform
which can create a
sustainable source
of competitive
advantage.

’’

Prospects for the geomatics industry
Insurance companies and brokers do employ
geomatics specialists, although opportunities are
not plentiful. Most commonly, careers are on the
analytics side, with opportunities for versatile
programmers and software operators who can
use and develop GIS solutions, and build
bespoke analytical tools and business intelligence
programmes in environments such as excel, VBA
and C++. Prior catastrophe modelling experience
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‘‘

. . . their staff use GIS on an
almost daily basis and are
constantly looking at ways to
improve their methods and
optimise the GIS and remotely
sensed data. . .

’’

with packages including RMS, AIR and EQECAT is
a major asset.
Organisations such as Ordnance Survey and
Intermap (which provided the Nextmap DEM to
Aviva), will find applications for their data and
products. JBA report that their staff use GIS on
an almost daily basis and are constantly looking
at ways to improve their methods and optimise
the GIS and remotely sensed data which they
use. They often have vacancies for roles within
teams (including the mapping, catastrophe
modelling and software teams) for individuals
who have strong GIS backgrounds.
A key issue for the geomatics industry is to
understand that there is a market for location
data in the global insurance industry and to
make sure that professionals who understand the
power of geospatial data and how to use it are
involved.
In summary, the insurance industry recognises
the importance of geospatial data and uses it in
several aspects of their work. GIS software is
widely integrated and software specific to the
needs of risk assessment and claims assessment
have been developed. Earth Observation is a
growing application area. There are opportunities
for geomatics graduates in this area, particularly
in GIS and software development.
• Acknowledgement – the author thanks
Beverley Adams from Guy Carpenter and Emma
Raven and Alison Ford from JBA Risk
Management for valuable input to this article.
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Legal Notes

Are judgements by Skype hype?
By Carl Calvert

Online dispute
resolution could be
on its way reports
Carl Calvert, with
a little help from
eBay andPaypal.

‘‘

This Directive
imposes an
obligation on the
UK to ensure the
provision of ODR
for nearly all
consumer
complaints in most
sectors.

’’

N

ot according to a recent report by the Civil
Justice Council (CJC) Online Dispute Resolution
Advisory Group. The Group was given the task
of thinking about how technology could be applied
in low value (less than £25,000) civil claims.
According to Lord Dyson MR, the most senior
civil judge in England and Wales; ‘There is no
doubt that online dispute resolution (ODR) is an
area with enormous potential for meeting the
needs of the system and its users in the 21st
Century. Its aim is to broaden access to justice
and resolve disputes more easily, quickly and
cheaply. The challenge lies in delivering a system
that fulfils that objective.’
So, the question is, what is it and what are its
potential benefits? The aim in ODR is not to graft
it onto existing IT practices but to create a new
system. There are eight recommendations from the
report1, six of which I have summarised below.
1. HM Courts & Tribunals Service (HMCTS)
should establish a new, Internet-based court
service, known as HM Online Court (HMOC)
where HMOC should be a three-tier service.
1.1 Tier One should provide Online Evaluation to
help users to categorize their problem, be
aware of their rights and responsibilities and
then understand the available options.
1.2 Tier Two should provide access to a swift and
fair conclusion without the involvement of
judges. This service will provide online
facilitators who will review papers and
statements and help parties through
mediation and negotiation using the Internet
and telephone conferencing augmented by
some automated negotiation.
1.3 Tier Three should provide, for suitable cases,
online Judges, both full-time and part-time
members of the Judiciary. Their decisions will
largely be based on evidence provided
electronically as part of a structured process
of online pleading.
2. Two major innovations to the justice system of
England and Wales will be required.
2.1 The first is that some judges should be
trained and authorized to decide some cases
(or aspects of some cases) on an online basis.
2.2 The second is that some online facilitation and
online evaluation services should be state funded.
So these are what it is. Now the question is that
of potential benefit and probably the best way
of considering the benefits is to look at an
existing system.
Modria (Modular online dispute resolution
implementation assistant) is a spin-off from eBay

and PayPal. At eBay more than 60 million
disputes a year were resolved and eBay spent
tens of millions of dollars building out some of
that functionality. Colin Rule, founder of Modria
is reported as saying that; “There’s a lot of use
for this technology outside of the e-commerce
disputes between buyers and sellers. So would it
be possible for me to take this technology and
expand it into some of these other
applications?” The answer by eBay was yes.
In 2011 Colin Rule and Chittu Nagarajan (from
PayPal) started Modria which was modelled on eBay
technology to service a wide variety of different
kinds of disputes online, such as family disputes,
debt collection disputes insurance disputes, tax
disputes, and e-commerce and payment disputes.
These are all civil cases and it is these types of cases
that the CJC wish to resolve using ODR.
A paper by Julia Hörnle and Pablo Cortes
published in June 20142 considered the legal issues
of ODR. One of which was the Mediation Directive
2008/52/EC, implemented by the Cross-Border
Mediation (EU Directive) Regulations 2011/1133 and
provisions in the Civil Procedure Rules encouraging
mediation. The Directive applies to processes
whereby two or more parties to a cross-border, civil
and/or commercial dispute attempt to reach an
amicable settlement on a voluntary basis using a
mediator. The Directive does not make mediation
obligatory but it does not prevent Member States
from making it so. Many Member States have made
it mandatory in domestic laws, but not the UK.
The new EU legislation on Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) and ODR (Directive 2013/11/EU
and Regulation 524/2013/EU) is currently being
transposed into English (and Welsh) law3. This
Directive imposes an obligation on the UK to
ensure the provision of ODR for nearly all
consumer complaints in most sectors.
Ross Clark writing in The Times of 17 February
concludes his Thunderer column: “Online courts
are a good start, but it is going to take a lot
more reform before our legal system becomes
truly accessible to everyone.”
So, it seems that the technology is there; the
will is there in the CJC; the EU Directives
acknowledge and encourage it. But most of all to
those who have used eBay and/or PayPal it appears
to work for those interested in making it work.
1 http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/reviews/online-dispute
resolution/
2 http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/02/Legal-Issues-Hornle.pdf
3 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/
alternative-dispute-resolution-for-consumers
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Autodesk University 2014
– collaborative by design
by Adam P. Spring

Autodesk’s annual
conference was held
last December amid
the distractions of
Las Vegas. Attracting
over 10,000
attendees, the event
underscored the
company’s drive into
consumer sectors as
well as BIM, reports
Adam P. Spring.

Above: Carl Bass and Jeff
Kowalski: leading Autodesk
into a golden age?

A

utodesk University 2014 was housed at the
Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas and was an
event where decisions based around market
repositioning started to take shape. It was also an
event based on collaboration and a shrinking of the
divide between industries once seen as separate
from one another. For instance, entertainment
driven solutions are now playing a key role in
infrastructure and asset management software.

Keynote
Intuitive and organic design was at the heart of the
AU keynote. Jeff Kowalski, chief technology officer
at Autodesk, discussed a world where otherwise
inanimate objects were given a life cycle. Smart
computing was seen to be at the heart of a
movement, which is driven by a refined approach to
multidimensional design. For instance, it is now
viable to create object or building designs that
evolve in real time via intelligent computer
simulation. The open source Spark initiative, which
was used to launch the Ember 3D printer at AU
2014, is also aimed at making
such designs into real-world
objects. Spark is well
positioned to revolutionise
the 3D printing market;
especially when parts of
Kowalski’s keynote were fed
into real-world workflows. His
sentiments also
complemented those of the
speaker that followed him,
Carl Bass, CEO of Autodesk.
Bass is passionate about
the industry he works in. His
portion of the keynote
demonstrated his ability to identify and react to
technology-driven trends as well. For example, he
was quick to put things into perspective: “I think,
not since the industrial revolution has there been

WITHIN is a
British company
which has
developed the
ability to
observe the
structure of
bone in order to
make stronger
and more
lightweight
materials.
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such a broad and radical rethinking of the way
that we make things.” More than a bold
statement, he supported it by examples from a
world now driven by rich data – information that
better captures the complexity of the real world.
It was clear that Bass and his team were giving
future designers the ability to run projects through
intelligent systems. Services and solutions designed
to evolve plans or models - as opposed to simply
developing them in a detached and linear fashion.
This approach was a theme throughout the
keynote and followed a line of thinking called
synthetic biology, which explores the ability for
machines to evolve along the same lines as the
natural world. In terms of evolution, design is an
iterative process that takes place gradually over a
long period of time. It is a popular idea used in
the engineering department of UC Berkeley, the
part of San Francisco where Bass resides, and
combines with other observations about the
natural world. For Autodesk, computational and
machine learning are used to speed up the
design process. Recent acquisitions like the
British company WITHIN, which has observed the
porous structure of bone to make lighter and
stronger products, is an example of synthetic
biology in action. Project Cyborg is gaining
momentum within the Autodesk community!

Next wave of progress
Robert Shear, senior director of the Reality
Solutions Group, paid reference to Project Cyborg
in his presentation on reality capture. Shear
outlined how the foundations of digital design
had been defined by products like AutoCAD, and
were now transitioning to point cloud driven
workflows. As-built and as-designed information
were no longer detached from reality but driven
by it. Attendees only needed to look to Revit and
BIM-driven applications for examples.
Project Cyborg offers the next wave of progress
for the reality-to-design-based solutions outlined
by Shear. As a flexible cloud-based platform, it is
already giving users the ability to shape solutions
around their needs. Project Cyborg can simulate
real-world scenarios at all scales, be it particle sized
or building sized in nature.

Reality Computing
The Reality Solutions Group oversaw the
development of products like ReCap, Photo and
Project Memento. It has covered a lot of ground in a
short period. Its foundations were formed through a
series of intelligent acquisitions by Autodesk. These
have seen RealViz, AliceLabs and Allpoint Systems
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come together as the driving force behind products
like ReCap. Silviu Stoian of the Beck Group gave a
carefully framed presentation on ReCap versus Leica
Geosystems Cyclone. Stoian showed that ReCap
was intuitive to use and had robust cloud
registration. Results showed an impressive
achievement for a product less than three years old.

Some exhibitors had
a skeleton staff. . .

Accessible 3D imaging
The power of accessible 3D imaging was
emphasised in the media and entertainment
sessions. ReCap Photo and 123D Catch continue
to bring point clouds and solid surface mesh
data to a wide variety of new users. They present
solutions designed to be intuitive by putting 3D
imaging into the hands of anyone with a stills
camera and internet connection.
One example was the workflow outlined by
Craig Barr, technical marketing specialist in the
media and entertainment division of Autodesk.
Barr combined game engines like Unity with
Maya, Mudbox and Project Memento. These are
sculptor-friendly solutions and breath life into
otherwise inanimate scenes. Their baseline data
consisted of point clouds and meshes of realworld examples (created via Photo or 123D
Catch). For example, photographs taken with a
Canon camera provided the template for
modelling the head of a real person.

BIM City
When it comes to building information
modelling, direct solutions like BIM Shift were
considered alongside thought-provoking
examples like CityScope from MIT Media Labs.
There was even an entire tour of BIM related
products on display at AU 2014. This included
tablet and live response based systems.
Presented by James Ira Winder, CityScope is the
brainchild of the Changing Places group at MIT. It
uses an effective yet simple solution based on Lego
blocks to map out and continually rethink how
cityscapes are analysed. The example Winder gave
was live activity on a map of Twitter feeds in the
Mandalay Bay Hotel where his presentation took
place. Jose Sanchez, an assistant professor at the
University of Southern California, also re-evaluated
BIM at AU 2014 by using videogame based
examples. In ‘from gaming to making’, Sanchez
used SimCity and Lemmings to make an interesting
point about perspective: gaming environments
have always relied on maps and plans to give them
structure. It was hard to argue with him, especially
when the Unity game engine was a Silver Sponsor
of AU 2014, as well as an exhibitor at the event.

Exhibitors
The AU 2014 exhibitor area showcased a service
and solution based culture geared toward all
aspects of infrastructure and asset management.
Platinum sponsors like Dell, for instance, showed
off their Precision Workstations. Dell systems are
not only designed to be powerful – they seek to
offer a complete solution to users. Andy Rhodes,
executive director of workstations at Dell, was
quick to point out that customer needs were at

the heart of everything the Texas based company
did. Included in this were prices that reflected
value for money, as well as a responsive
customer support structure.
It was Topcon however who took centre stage in
the exhibitor area at AU 2014. Developments like
the GLS 2000 laser scanner, as well as the BIM
fuelled LN-100 (a robotic total station for
construction setting out), were indicative of why the
close working partnership with Autodesk has
developed. Both companies have products that
serve up an all-in-one package for architectural,
engineering and construction (AEC) markets. For
example, solutions like Autodesk ReCap are
designed to be easy to use and save the user time.
As a point cloud based solution, it also feeds directly
into GLS scanning workflows. BIM, infrastructure
and asset management are three things that could
make the Autodesk and Topcon partnership a force
to be reckoned with in 2015.

Era of connection
Amar Hanspal, senior vice president of the IPG
Group, encouraged the crowd to stay connected
in the closing keynote. His presentation was
indicative of a shift toward what is best
described as GeoICT. Information and
communication technologies (ICT), such as
smartphones and tablets, have developed to a
point where everyone now carries a
powerful computer in their pocket. One
that not only receives but transmits various
information between a connected network
of users. Autodesk first started to realise
this in 2009, when an iOS version of
Sketchbook Pro became the fastest selling
product in the company’s history.

‘‘

It was Topcon
however who
took centre stage
in the exhibitor
area at AU 2014.

’’

Summary
As a Fortune 500 company, Autodesk
continues to consider all aspects of 3D
design related information flows. Included
are relationships with infrastructure and
asset management. Announcements like
students being able to use its products for
free on a worldwide basis, as well as the
REAL event scheduled for February 2015,
show a busy year ahead for Autodesk, now
a company that is extending beyond its
traditional user base. It is becoming a
company that caters to consumer, prosumer
and professional interests alike.

Project Cyborg and the Spark
initiative demonstrated Autodesk’s
commitment to understanding
design processes at a material level.
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CAREER MOVES

From Surveying to Incident Management
by Keith Nursey

Working with the
Environment Agency,
Keith Nursey
reports on how his
career has moved
from ‘pure’ surveying
into various
managerial roles and
explains where he
thinks his geomatics
skills have helped.

Keith Nursey at West Bay,
Dorset – the set for the
popular TV thriller
‘Broadchurch’
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M

y interest in surveying began while
studying for my Geography degree at
Aberystwyth University and during my
post graduate studies at University College
London (MSc Surveying) I determined my early
career path. Eight years followed; working for a
small survey company, a national architect and a
consulting engineer. This saw me employed on
projects from the top of Scottish mountains, to
the depths of the London Underground, in Royal
palaces after the Windsor fire and on
infrastructure projects such as the Jubilee Line
extension and Crossrail (some projects take a
while to see activity on the ground!). During this
period, I began to develop many of the analytical
and geospatial skills of a surveyor, which would
play a strong part in my later career. In addition,
knowledge of CAD and IT skills, working in and
leading teams, using my mathematical
knowledge and taking responsibility for delivery,
to name just a few, all increased my skills base.
In 1994 I joined the National Rivers Authority
Thames Survey Group, (later to merge with other
organisations to form the Environment Agency),
under the job title of Surveyor Archivist. This role
involved managing survey contracts
(topographic, river channel surveys and
deformation monitoring), GPS control and
research and development work, developing
specifications, validating survey data and
managing a survey archive. Notable work
included managing the contracts for monitoring
the Thames Barrier and the GPS primary control
for the Jubilee River. My first experience of major
flooding came in Easter 1998 and my CAD skills
were used to provide the maps and diagrams for
the Government’s Bye report. It was during this
role that I became a chartered land surveyor, one
of a surprisingly small number in an organisation
which relies so heavily on geospatial data. During
this period, I really began to understand the
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importance of a robust specification and the
need to check the data from survey contractors.

New millennium, new opportunity
The year 2000 saw the start of change in my
career path. I made an internal move to the South
West of England to work under the title of Flood
Defence Strategic Planning Engineer (Engineer!)
and found myself immediately in the Flood
Forecasting Room at Exeter: I have often found
myself in the incident room when subsequent
floods have hit the south west. The floods of
October 2000 were extensive and my role involved
predicting and monitoring flood levels, and issuing
flood warnings. Team work, analytical work,
communicating, both verbal and written, were
required, all available from my previous work as a
surveyor. This period saw another significant flood,
at Boscastle in Cornwall. Here I worked with the
EA’s in-house geomatics team and external
contractors to provide vital data to our operational
teams: aerial photography and Lidar being used to
show the routes of the flood water. Out of the
incident room I developed a regional survey
strategy for the Flood Defence team, along with a
programme for introducing GIS into the local
offices. Especially beneficial was bridging the gap
between our engineers and the survey contractors,
and managing the engineers’ expectations.

Flood Mapping
A logical step, and an important part of my
development, was to lead the Flood Mapping and
Data Management team in the Devon Area office
- the public and professional partners face of the
organisation. Leading a team of skilled flood
modellers and flood mappers, our work saw rapid
development of the Environment Agency’s Flood
Map showing river and coastal flood risk. River
channel and flood plain topography are vital
ingredients for river modelling, whilst beach
topography, sea level and wave data are
vital for coastal flood modelling. As a
sideline, I was given the role of business
and financial planner for all elements of
flood risk in the area, again a role using the
analytical skills gained as a surveyor. This
specific role especially established a good
understanding of the wider aspects of flood
risk management.
During this period in the Devon area, I
also began to work with colleagues from
the non-flood part of the organisation,
leads from fisheries and biodiversity,
climate change, pollution and waste.
Before I left this role I became a
chartered environmentalist, an
accreditation that provides a respected
benchmark for individuals working to

CAREER MOVES
mitigate and solve environmental challenges.

Long term planning
My next development opportunity saw me
managing a team responsible for the delivery of
our strategic long-term plans, the Shoreline
Management Plans and Catchment Flood
Management Plans. Both look at the most
sustainable approach to managing flood and
coastal erosion risks over the next 50 to 100
years. Again the evidence base is critical and
geospatial information plays a key part.

Incidents and emergency planning
It is my recent role as an Incidents and
Emergency Planning Manager that has taken me
furthest from my original role as a land surveyor.
I am very proud to have led the team in the
South West responsible for ensuring that the
Environment Agency is prepared for any incident
which could impact on the environment. This
includes not just flooding, but also pollution,
waste fires, marine incidents, and incidents
involving plants and animal health, to name a
few. 2012 through to 2014 saw major flooding
and damaging storms across the South West,
with the scenes of the Somerset Levels and the
Dawlish railway line fresh in our minds.
A key role was to ensure our incident rooms
were always ready to operate, with the right
equipment in place and with sufficient trained
and exercised staff ready to ensure a robust
response. At the same time, my team also
undertook duty roles during the response. My
duty role included leading an incident room
responsible for ensuring communication of the
situation on the ground, through to the
management teams at our Head Office, which in
turn could see information passing to Ministers
and COBR (Cabinet Office Briefing Rooms).
Incident rooms are a hive of activity, pressured
with demand from all directions and with a need
to respond quickly.

Rapid problem solving
So how did my surveying experience help in such
a pressured environment? Clearly, having decisionmaking skills and the ability to work
independently, or as a team leader, proved to be
essential traits that I originally demonstrated as a
surveyor. My knowledge of GIS meant that I could
be clear on the requirement of our mappers, these
people appreciating the clarity. Understanding
what geomatics staff can and cannot do also
helps manage the expectations of colleagues.
Experience of IT systems associated with survey
work in my early days, built the confidence for the
occasions when systems occasionally struggle and
the ability to conceptualise 3-Dimensional
information is a valuable skill.
For all my roles, probably the most important
attribute gained as a surveyor is the ability to
identify challenges quickly and to offer solutions.
This is especially vital when managing an
incident. Colleagues across the country come
from various career backgrounds and it is this

diversity that builds a professional flood and
coastal risk management team. With the work
we do so reliant on quality geospatial
information, I feel that it is important that the
organisation has a good number of staff with a
surveying background, to provide the assurance
that the data we use has been produced to the
required standards and with the most
appropriate techniques.

Above: Storm waves crash
over the railway at Dawlish
(Image courtesy of Channel
Coastal Observatory Copyright: Teignbridge
District Council)

What goes around comes around
They say all things come round and after 20 years
in the organisation, today I find myself in my
fourth leadership role in the Environment Agency,
and it is one that relies heavily on the work of
surveyors. As the team leader of the coastal
modelling and forecasting team, covering the
English coastline from Kent to Cornwall to
Cumbria, the data provided by surveyors is vital to
ensure our evidence base is robust. It gives me the
opportunity to reawaken my passion for surveying.
Despite having not put up a tripod, looked
through a telescope, or processed GPS data in
many years, I am still asked about surveying and
seen as one of our survey leads. I have to admit
I’m a bit rusty, so a trip to GEOBusiness 2015 is
required to get me back up to speed!

‘‘

. . .it is this diversity
that builds a
professional flood
and coastal risk
management
team.

’’

About the author
Keith Nursey, a chartered surveyor and chartered
environmentalist and graduate of University
College London (MSc in Land Surveying). He
gained practical experience working for a small
surveying company, an architect and a consulting
engineer before joining the Environment Agency
where he has been a surveyor and then has led
flood risk mapping, strategic planning and
incident management teams.
This article is the first in a series where
chartered surveyors reflect on how their
geomatics skills have opened up career
opportunities beyond land surveying. How
has your career expanded over the years?
Did you ever dream you’d be doing what
you’re doing today? Tell us about it. Email:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

Surveying for Big Business
Martin Hedley spent the first few years of his working life
as a surveyor with Engineering Surveys Ltd and then
embarked on a career that has taken him into senior
management. In this article, he describes seven skills that
surveyors have that are transferable. In the next issue of GW
he will give some hints on how to get them noticed.

I

t was an interesting exercise asked of me:
describe if, and how the skills I learned as a
surveyor have helped me in other career
endeavours. Since I have been using these skills for
just that purpose for rather more years than I care
to mention, I found it a good exercise to think
through the basics. I will explain why my original
training has proved so useful to me, although
writing about it felt something like having my
boots on the wrong feet. I do not claim that only
surveyors have these transferable skills, but we do
have the full set and they have served me well.

Since a teenager, I have always loved maps –
creating them, using them and collecting them.
The opportunity to attend Newcastle University
for a Land Survey / Geography joint honours
course was too tempting to pass up. I left with a
degree and then spent four years in land survey.
Within that short time I worked in locations all
over the UK and in Iran and Libya.
After an abrupt return to the UK after the
Iranian revolution, I joined British Airways where
they found my skills of interest when applied to
IT and supporting aircraft maintenance. Little did
I know that they had seen something in my
skillset that I had not. I did well, progressed,
moved to American Airlines in the US and then
embarked upon a career that projected me into
senior roles in aviation, banking, utilities and
consulting. I make a living from helping
organisations solve deep or pervasive problems.
I am pleased to say, I lead with the very same
techniques developed during my early years as a
surveyor. So what skills are they, why, and how
are they transferable? There are seven skills I will
refer to.

concept of tying information to an appropriate
grid for the job in hand that any successful
manager should understand. I still find it
surprising how many middle managers don’t get
it. When you lead an organisation, or manage a
substantial part of one, you need to section the
organisation in a grid that matches your
business. Too many people rely on the
organisation chart and define departments as
their grid – which is rather like defining your
100m utility grid on a tourist brochure map. An
effective grid for performance management
shows how value is created in an organisation
and is well defined, bounded and described.
A sound manager also knows that he has to
make decisions and solve problems at various
levels and that he cannot mix data and ideas
among the levels with any hope of success. It
may seem obvious to a surveyor, but believe me,
the ability to do this is a valuable skill. Many
managers that I have worked with tend to use
one of three approaches: they try to solve
everything at the 50,000 feet level and miss
essential detail, manage each and every tree in
the forest and miss the overall path through the
forest, or a combination of the two.
Break the whole into the part and assign data
and opinions to the right level and you can start
deep assessment and problem solving. Every
piece of input data or idea is valuable, but only
in a levelled context. The need to break down a
strategic issue into manageable sections, and
then evaluate each section in detail is paramount
to get to deep level analysis and problem solving.
Many people say they do it, but in practice it is
rare. Not levelling is like positioning the
continents using a measuring chain (for those of
you that remember them!).

Grids and levels

Identify your benchmarks

When we make a local survey to help lay out a
new 100m utility line, it is performed in the
context of a town grid, or even a grid we create
for the purpose of our survey. That grid is tied
into a national grid, which in turn is positioned
according to global grids. There is an essential

If we accept then that the grid, and levelling are
essential reference concepts, the next skill we have
is benchmarking. We know benchmarks as points
of reference that are known to a given standard of
accuracy. When I visit organisations and start
making assessments of their concerns, I look for

From surveyor to business leader

‘‘

I do not claim
that only surveyors
have these
transferable skills,
but we do have
the full set...

’’
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the benchmarks and place them at the appropriate
levels on the grid. For example, benchmarks in an
organisation can be essential pieces of the work
process that must not be lost if changes are made.
This could be an essential quality check, a specific
step in a process or a customer interface
opportunity that must remain or even be
enhanced. They can also be design standards that
are set as strategically important. Benchmarking
leaves me with a critical list and thus there remains
a lot that isn’t a benchmark, items that ought not
to be sacrosanct in the winds of change.
In popular management literature,
benchmarking is a frequently used word.
However, it relates more to a practice of
comparison and forgets the essential component
of tying to a known datum. This is dangerous.
There are several examples of where
benchmarking as comparison, rather than as the
use of a datum of customer expectation has led
to the demise of products or companies. Think of
the leap ahead that the original BlackBerry
represented over the existing phones at the time,
but how spectacularly it lost out when the
iPhone redefined the user’s baseline.

Surveyors know that
benchmarks are
points of reference
that tie in to a
known datum, says
Martin Hedley. They
are also an essential
quality check in
business.

mapping is an essential technique to seed ideas
for real change and working without them is like
scattering mixed seeds in the garden and
expecting nice neat rows of sorted vegetables to
grow. Maps with easy-to-understand symbols
teach people sequence, dependency and
accountability without having to write pages of
prose. I still find it amazing how many training
courses rely on text for procedure.

Pictures, diagrams and maps
A picture is worth a thousand words, or so said a
1911 newspaper article that is reported to have
created the adage. I imagine that with their
graphic languages, the adage actually has been
around for thousands of years in parts of Asia;
regardless, I could not agree more with the
sentiment. It is a natural process in survey to
measure reality and represent it in diagram form
– the map. I discovered very early in my career
that this skill was highly transferable. I have
waded through procedure manuals ad infinitum,
and I consistently test people for their
understanding of what should happen and in
what sequence. Five out of five people will still
give me slightly different answers.
I knew there had to be a better way. I will
never forget the impact of the first map I drew
with a team. It was the departure process of a
domestic flight out of the Dallas Fort Worth
airport. I was lucky in that I had a representative
of every department of the airline involved,
including a couple of pilots. However, after two
gruelling days, we finally agreed that the (messy)
map we had created looked like what was
supposed to happen. All of the participants knew
their procedures manual inside and out and had
been performing these procedures for twenty
years or more. But almost everyone laughed
when I said “and it happens exactly like this 475
times a day, right?”
The participants were amazed at what they
thought they knew, compared with what actually
happens. The key here was that they had never
seen it displayed this way before. The results
spoke for themselves however. Out of 820 steps
in the departure process of a single flight, we
were able to eliminate completely about 100
steps and move a further 80 steps away from the
customer-facing processes. Diagramming and

Logic and logistics
We often joke that the survey is the easy part,
the harder part is planning to get the right
people to the right place, clothed as necessary
for the location, supplied with food and drink
and a safe place to stay, appropriate vehicles and
fuel and the delivery of survey data from the
field for processing. None of these activities are
standard from one project to the next, so the
ability to manage these logistics is not trivial.
Remembering limitations or sensitivities certain
individuals have and planning this in makes every
survey a different experience. We do this as a
matter of course, but it is an uncommon skill
and one that is highly regarded by leaders. While
it would be difficult to go head to head with a
professional logistics trained individual, it is
possible to demonstrate performance for any
company where logistics is an important sideline
activity rather than their core.
Project management is certainly not an
exclusive skill to surveyors, but it is part and
parcel of our work and a skill that is easily
overlooked. As I mentioned, every survey is
different in some way and many are quite
unique. The ability to put together a sequence of
complex events that will deliver the final result,
some of them covering multiple years, is not
common at all in business. The level of project
management I have seen is generally rudimentary
at best, with a few pockets of excellence.

‘‘

Diagramming
and mapping is an
essential technique
to seed ideas for
real change and
working without
them is like
scattering mixed
seeds in the
garden and
expecting nice
neat rows of
sorted vegetables
to grow.

’’

In-built checks
In survey we make measurements all the time,
but observational errors can creep in easily, so
we check and double-check. In fact we make
algorithms to build confirmation into our
process. It’s not fool-proof but it is very valuable.
I remember we were surveying an electric
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‘‘

. . .grid, level,
benchmark,
mapping, project
design, logistics,
and built-in
checking. I doubt
you will find a
capable hiring
executive that
would not
appreciate that list.

’’

utility line across central and south western Iran.
Back in the UK, we looked at an unusual plot. In
the midst of gently undulating foothills there was
a sudden jump to a plateau of equally undulating
ground followed by a sudden drop back. The
programmer concerned asked me if I
remembered such a feature – which resembled an
Arizona style mesa. But alas, I didn’t remember it
and it was a bit dangerous to go back and take a
look, never mind the cost. What had broken
down was a misreading of a benchmark in the
field – nothing more and fortunately this one was
easy to level back down with a quick double
check of the original survey readings.
Today, when I look at production figures,
business plans, forecasts and performance data in
industry I usually find, about once a week, a major
error in calculation. These could have been found
by a check sum, somewhere on the spreadsheet,
or the data chart. Some of these errors were in
business or project funding proposals and the
potential damage to investors could have been
significant. Designing a cross-reference of some
sort can help avoid many common errors made in
business, yet when I mention it people are
amazed by the sense it makes.
So in summary the key skills that we can
transfer are these: grid, level, benchmark,
mapping, project design, logistics, and built-in
checking. I doubt you will find a capable hiring
executive that would not appreciate that list.

About the author
Martin Hedley CQA, is a global business
executive who has specialised in the generation
and implementation of fundamental change
initiatives. He has been fortunate enough to
work for both major global corporations and
equity-backed early stage growth companies. His
assertion is that the ideal conditions that allow a
company to start in someone’s garage, or that
nurture innovation in a major organisation are
fundamentally the same – one is just harder to
see.
Martin started in the field of land survey
although he has not worked in the field for
many years, he insists that engineering
techniques are of immense value to an
infrastructure executive and encourages others
through public speaking.
He has held senior infrastructural roles in
companies such as Citibank, JP Morgan Chase
and American Airlines and has supported many
more through interim executive positions
including holding the CEO and COO roles. He is
a published author of books and articles.
Throughout his career he has made a point of
developing as many of his team members as
possible and coaches managers and executives in
leadership development issues.
Martin is based in the UK and when not
speaking, problem solving or coaching, enjoys
staying home, fine restaurants and great theatre.

BOOKS

when it has to be right
– 50 years of Wild
Heerbrugg and Leica
Geosystems in the UK

By Stephen Booth, hardback or
softback versions available, price
£39.95/24.95 respectively plus
£3 p&p.
Why is a New Zealand surveyor,
who has spent most of his
working days in Hong Kong, now
reviewing a book which has the
sub-title – 50 Years of Wild
Heerbrugg & Leica Geosystems in
the UK? Let’s just say neutrality,
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Too right! is our reviewer’s verdict on this work that informs and entertains
though I have to confess to
having enjoyed about half a
century of contact with a wide
range of Wild/Leica equipment.
The first edition of the book
was printed in 2014 by PV
Publications Ltd. The author is
Stephen Booth, better known as
the editor of Geomatics World.
The book’s 110 pages provide
a detailed and well documented
dossier of all equipment
produced under the Wild, Wild
Leitz and Leica brand names –
particularly during the 50 years
that the parent companies have
maintained a presence in the UK.
Turning the pages is like taking a
trip down memory lane. All the
old favourites are there –
theodolites, levels, aerial
cameras, stereoplotters, EDM,
total stations, lasers, scanners –
and the list goes on.
The concise and entertaining
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text is enhanced by good
photographic coverage of
equipment and people. And
recognising old friends and
acquaintances as their names
crop up in print, is very much
part of the pleasure in reading
the book. These people may be
surveyors, explorers,
mountaineers or members of the
worldwide Wild/Leica team, or
possibly major players in the UK
establishment. Important regional
and international projects are
also cited, where use has been
made of Wild/Leica equipment
and technology.
All in all, a darned good read,
and a book that most surveyors
will really enjoy. Stephen has
produced a work that will both
inform and entertain, as he covers
a specialist area in the production
of the tools of the surveying
industry. Historically, in the case of

this record, it starts with the
development by Heinrich Wild in
1923 of the phenomenal T2
theodolite – a remarkable piece of
precision equipment, of which a
total of 90,000 were produced
over a period of 90 years. Treasure
that T2 you have stored out in the
shed – it’s a far better investment
than a gold Rolex.
In the appropriate section of
the book, Stephen invites us in
the evening, “after a hard days
surveying” to relax, and “raise a
glass to Heinrich Wild”. Good
advice, and from what I’ve heard
and read, something I think
Heinrich would approve of.
May I suggest that to enhance
the pleasure of that evening
tipple, you also open a copy of
‘when it has to be right’ - sit
back - and enjoy !

Reviewer, Gordon Andreassend.

UK’s first ‘Free and
Open’ address database
Having sold off the
Postcode Address File
with Royal Mail and
commercialised the
GeoPlace maintained
AddressBases
marketed by
Ordnance Survey, the
UK government is
now encouraging the
creation of a
completely new ‘Free
and Open’ address
database, reports
Robin Waters of
our sister publication
GIS Professional.
• This article first appeared in
the February 2015 issue of
GiSPro.

‘‘

This incredible,
economically
inefficient, mess
has been allowed
to persist for
many years by
successive
governments.

’’

A

nyone who has followed what Prof Bob
Barr has called the ‘UK address wars’ will
now be able to join in themselves! We
have all – individuals and businesses alike – been
called on to donate information to a ‘free and
open’ address list. Open Addresses Limited’s
(openaddressesuk.org) new database will, ‘In
time, become the first UK address list published
as open data and available for everyone to use
without restriction’. The list will combine
information from existing open data sources with
material provided directly by individuals and
organisations via the website.
The press release heralding this development
admits that ‘there are existing address files but
they tend to charge a fee, require a licence or
are incomplete. Open Addresses UK’s
fundamental commitment is to produce a free,
open list that will allow people to focus on using
the data, rather than having to think about
whether they can afford to do it, or are allowed
to do what they want. The data collected and
maintained by Open Addresses UK will always be
available in full, without restrictions, as open
data. In addition to submitting new addresses,
users will be able to validate and correct existing
addresses and look up address locations’.
The need for a free, open address database has
been well documented within Open Data User
Group business cases and in the recent report on
an Open Address Gazetteer, written for the UK
Department of Business, Innovation and Skills.
Open Addresses Director, Jeni Tennison, said:
“Addresses are an essential part of our
national infrastructure. They connect us to wider
society and help us to access services. Everyone
needs to be able to use addresses freely, which
means they need to be open. We want to make
UK addresses easier for people to find and
combine with other data. We want as many
people as possible to collaborate with us to
create what we hope will be the definitive open
database of addresses in the United Kingdom.
Our aim is to ensure address data is both
accurate and openly available.”

Open addresses open letter
Meanwhile, Heather Savory, Chair of the Open
Data User Group, wrote the following letter in
support of the Open Addresses initiative. She
acts as ‘ODUG Observer’ for the Open Addresses
board.
Dear people,
openaddressesuk.org
The link above to Open Addresses allows you

to submit any number of addresses to help
build an Open National Address Dataset.
Please contribute, even if only to add your own
address and please forward this email to your
contacts too.
Here’s the background… . . . Open
Addresses has been set up after a two year
debate led by the Open Data User Group
(ODUG) asking the Government to make a
single set of national address data open and
available for use by everyone. Addresses and
location co-ordinates are a crucial part of our
National Information Infrastructure. We need
to know where things are! This (non-personal)
data can also be used to link other open data
together for analysis across sectors like health,
transport and education, so that better public
services can be designed for the future, based
on actual evidence about how things work
now, rather than sentiment and assumption.
Address data is important for all types of
businesses to help them build and deliver
products and services, so this data has a direct
impact on the economy too.
At the moment there are several different
‘national’ address datasets, not a single
accurate central repository - which I found
unbelievable when I started working in this
area! The main one - AddressBase is controlled
and sold by GeoPlace (a joint venture between
the Ordnance Survey and the Local Government
Association). The use of AddressBase is
restricted by the Ordnance Survey (OS, a
publicly owned body). The OS sells our address
data and also other mapping data back to the
government/public sector and to the private
sector. Our national address data is also
restricted from mainstream use because the
bulk postcode data, the Postcode Address File
(PAF), was sold into private ownership with the
privatisation of the Royal Mail last year. This was
a huge mistake with the result that the Royal
Mail now has lightly regulated control over all
public and private sector use of the main
address dataset for the nation as it charges the
government and other organisations to use
postcodes. Because of the importance of
address and location data the beneficial use of
almost all our public data is controlled by the
Ordnance Survey and/or the Royal Mail.
This incredible, economically inefficient, mess
has been allowed to persist for many years by
successive governments. Aside from the
argument of principle that the public should
have access to this data as a ‘public good’
which is funded through taxation, this hasn’t
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been such a big problem in the past. Now, in
an increasingly digital society/economy, it is a
massive problem/issue. Other countries like The
Netherlands and Denmark have solved this
problem and made their address data open
and free to use, and have reaped the benefits,
sadly we have not.
Hence this project where Open Addresses is
stepping up to the challenge of building an
alternate national address dataset from
scratch. The goal is that this address data will
be open for use by anyone without third party
intellectual property restrictions.
Please give Open Addresses your support by
clicking on the link above and helping them
crowd-source the address data. They will do
the rest!
Please help make this happen.
Many thanks,
Heather Savory, Chair ODUG @SaturnSA4
Open Addresses UK Ltd is an independent
company set up following the award of a grant
from the Cabinet Office’s Release of Data Fund.
Following an initial project to investigate the
feasibility of creating the address list, run by the
Open Data Institute (ODI), £383k was awarded
to develop the Open Addresses UK platform as
an open alternative to other address databases
available in the UK. Three of the non-executive
directors will be instantly recognisable to GiSPro
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readers – Stephen Feldman who is now an
independent consultant under the trade name
KnowWhere, Dr Mike Sanderson, director of
strategy at 1Spatial, and Andy Hird, managing
director of Aligned Assets.

Alice in Addressland
With the exception of those companies with a
vested interest in maintaining their businesses by
hiding behind Royal Mail and Ordnance Survey
licensing terms, who gains from this almost
surreal situation? How will any contributor be
able to prove that they did not infringe RM or
OS IPR when they supply a substantial number of
addresses to the new database? So we could end
up with the Cabinet Office and BIS fighting it
out in the courts at public expense. Alice would
feel at home!

About the author

Robin Waters is now the Features Editor of GIS
Professional and consults on the use and abuse
of spatial data. He has had a particular interest in
implementation of the EU's INSPIRE Directive.

‘‘

. . .the beneficial
use of almost all
our public data is
controlled by the
Ordnance Survey
and/or the Royal
Mail.

’’

Panoramic Survey

U s i n g 3 6 0 ° i S TA R p a n o r a m a s
to add detail to point clouds
Above: a crop from a 360°
iSTAR panorama.

Capturing panoramic
imagery of sites has
become a popular
option for survey
companies to offer
clients. But there are
many different ways
of doing it and each
has its limitation.
Hugh Anderson
offers one solution.

L

ast year saw my involvement in acquiring
images and material to give to Stephen
Booth (Editor of this journal) to create a
book to commemorate 50 years since Wild
Heerbrugg, now Leica Geosystems, opened an
office in the UK and 25 years since the firm
moved to Milton Keynes. I have noticed two
distinct phenomena in the process.
The first is how quickly history evaporates!
Trying to track down images, publications,
brochures and other material that were
ubiquitous just a decade or so ago has proved to
be quite difficult and sometimes near impossible.
The other was the realization of how much
instrumentation and therefore methodology has
changed over the last half century and how
labour intensive, time consuming and error prone
collecting, computing and plotting data was all
those years ago.
When Heinrich Wild created the Wild T2 in
the early 1920s he revolutionized angle
measurement. Since then we have seen
technologies like EDM, GNSS and LiDAR, both
airborne and terrestrial, develop to the point
where using a Fibron tape to measure detail
painstakingly drawn on a diagram to number the
hand-booked points for plotting back at the
office really does seem archaic! I was given a
stark reminder of this when I was recently asked
to provide a map of a churchyard where the
Church itself had been scanned with a Leica
C10. The laser scanning had also picked up some
detail in the churchyard.

Introduction
Below: Kern DKM2-A 1”
theodolite with Leica DISTO
atop.

Real world colour can be added to the points in
a point cloud from co-centric 360° (spherical)
panoramas and some users have found that it is
also beneficial to take additional 360°

panoramas. The following task takes this one
stage further and uses 360° panoramas to add
detail to a survey initially made with an HDS
Scanner.

The task
The requirement was to map the churchyard,
with the emphasis on plotting the trees. The tree
coverage immediately ruled out any aerial
photography or GNSS solution and the hiring of
a total station was also excluded because the
budget consisted of a couple of people’s time
with no financial element. In addition to the
point cloud data, I had an eclectic mix of assets.
In the garage were some old, but serviceable,
tripods and a Kern DKM2-A 1” theodolite, which
despite its age, is in perfect order. I also had a
Leica DISTO, an NCTech iSTAR camera and
various software packages including LISCAD.

The solution
The first step was to map the church footprint
and boundary walls from the point cloud PTS file
using LISCAD’s “Point Cloud” module. The point
cloud data included the boundary wall on the
north west and some of the boundary wall on
the south east sides of the site, but the ground
sloped away to the east and south of the
building and the scanner recorded the tree
canopies rather than the tree trunks, which is
what we were interested in plotting. This
provided an accurate base map.
During the 1970s and 1980s I found that one
of the best methods of mapping trees was the
plane table. The photograph on the next page
shows plane table surveying by BES Young
Explorers in 2004 in the shadow of Ol Doinyo
Kerimasi in northern Tanzania, a place of very
few trees! At that time distance measurement

Centre: plan of Churchyard
from laser scan (above).
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Above: Plain tabling in northern Talzania with BES Young Explorers.
Right: A 360° panorama can be transformed to a “Little Planet” or
“Mirror Ball” projection with the centre at the nadir.
required something to measure to, like a vertical
or horizontal staff or a prism, so it was easier to
intersect the trees, directly plotting them to the
plan. A 360° panorama is a projection rather
than an image and can be transformed to a
“Little Planet” or “Mirror Ball” projection with
the centre at the nadir, which has the property
that directions from the centre are exactly the
same in the projection as from the same location
on site so that horizontal angles can be readily
determined.
The next step was to use the old plane table
technique using the Little Planet projections with
the “Background Image” option in LISCAD to
radiate (intersect) the tree positions. The
locations of the iSTAR camera were measured
using the Kern DKM2-A with the DISTO fixed on
top. It may appear to have been more logical to
have done the whole survey with this
combination, but using the DKM2-A was a stark
reminder of how instruments, and therefore the
methodology that we use today, have advanced.

‘‘

. . .having 360°
panoramas to
virtually look
around the site
was a distinct
advantage.

’’

Above: four interactive panoramas.
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Having sighted the target the mirror needs to be
adjusted to let the light in to read the horizontal
angle with the vernier, which is then hand
booked. The process is then repeated for the
vertical angle. Using the DISTO however was a
huge improvement on two people measuring the
radial distances with a Fibron tape.
Back in the office it is necessary to compute
each observation to correct the distance for the
displacement of the top mounted DISTO as the
telescope is tilted. All of this is very time
consuming and error prone even though the
results were accurate to a millimetre or two, so
using the panorama projections saved a lot of
time in the field and back in the office. The
panoramas also provided an excellent way of
looking around the site without having to
physically revisit it.
A property of scanning is that it measures to
the first object the laser encounters. An obvious
fact, but it is often difficult to identify features
when looking at the point cloud alone and having
360° panoramas to virtually look around the site
was a distinct advantage. For example, the south
east boundary wall was obscured by vegetation for
a considerable part of its length but it was easy to
identify which parts of the actual wall had been
scanned by viewing the panoramas.
Using the panorama projections inside a
building is relatively easy as the detail is readily
recognisable but in the churchyard, I found that
trees look very different from different locations
and that it was hard work using the Little Planet
projections to identify them because of the
distortion caused by the projection. I therefore
reverted back to using the “Equirectangular”
projections to determine the horizontal angles to
plot the points, as it was very much easier to see
which tree was which.
The best solution would be to have two to
four of the interactive panoramas displayed on
the screen at the same time, whilst being able to
zoom and pan, as identification is then easier.

Panoramic Survey
The software then determines the co-ordinates
of a point picked in two or more of the
panoramas and displays the quality of the data
based on such information as the angle of cut of
the intersecting rays. Unfortunately my
mathematical and programming skills have
rusted over the years so we will have to see if
some enterprising person can take up this
challenge.
Using the 360° panoramas taken with the
iSTAR at fixed locations I was able to fill in much
of the detail, especially the trees, not picked up
by the scanner. The survey was completed by
triangulating in the few remaining trees.

To use co-centric 360° panoramas or the
scanner’s internal camera?
The decision whether to use the scanner’s
internal camera, if it has one, or an external
camera co-centric with the scanner, will depend
on a number of factors including site conditions,
personnel and available equipment.
Before cameras were built in to scanners the
way to get real-world colours on to point clouds
was to use an external device, and this method
still has many advantages. The user has control
over the quality of the photography; the external
solution is very much faster than using the
internal camera; panoramas can be recorded at
the same time as a scan at another location saving
even more time; and panoramas at locations other
than the scan locations can be recorded.
It goes without saying that a scanner is
designed to scan so there has to be a compromise
with an internal camera using the same optical
path. This must put physical limits on the control
the user has over the imaging. To start with, the
field of view is severely restricted so a large
number of images is required, which takes some
time to record. A typical time for the scanner to
record all the images is five minutes or more,
whereas it takes less than one minute to record all
the images with a DSLR and head like a Nodal
Ninja, even shooting five exposure HDR (High
Dynamic Range photography), and less than half
that time with an iSTAR, shooting three exposure
HDR. On a recent project two of us made 24
scans of another church with the photography
using a Nodal Ninja head rather than using the
scanner camera. Not only did we have superior
quality imagery, which we could enhance if
required, but five additional minutes per scan
would have added another two hours in the field
and could have meant a second day on site!
I have been training on and supporting the
use of external cameras for panoramas to get
real colours onto a point cloud since the early
days of laser scanning and two apparent
disadvantages of using this method are that
there is often a whole new learning curve, not
just with creating panoramas, but often also with
the photography aspect, and the methodology
required to get the colours on to the points.
Taking panoramas with a head like a Nodal
Ninja requires photographic skills to ensure
correct exposure of and focus on the subject of

Above: Nikon D300 SLR with Nodal Ninja mounting head.
Above right: iSTAR 360° panoramic camera.
interest. Skills are also required to take the
panoramas so that the correct number of images
are taken with sufficient overlap and the rig is
set up correctly so that the NPP (No Parallax
Point) is located correctly. These difficulties are
eliminated with a camera like the iSTAR as the
camera does everything for the user and the
camera geometry is fixed and calibrated.
To get the colours on to the points, in Leica
Cyclone for example, requires creating Cube
Images from the panorama and “fitting” them to
the ScanWorld. This process requires quite a lot of
user intervention, but has now been eliminated by
NCTech’s ColourCloud, which fits the colours
captured with an iSTAR camera to an e57 file
creating a coloured point cloud in one easy step. I
found ColourCloud easy to use, fast and accurate.

Conclusion
Considering all aspects, I feel that having an
iSTAR camera on site is hugely beneficial for use
as an external camera to create co-centric
panoramas for scans and for additional
photography, which can then be used to add to
the survey back in the office if its location is
recorded on site. Using an iSTAR is as
straightforward as taking images with a digital
camera, but if a picture is worth a thousand
words then a 360° panorama, where you can
look all around, must be worth ten thousand.

‘‘

. . .Taking
panoramas with a
head like a Nodal
Ninja requires
photographic skills
to ensure correct
exposure of and
focus on the
subject . . .

’’

Links to panorama related sites and
software
ColourCloud:
http://www.nctechimaging.com/colourcloud.php
PanoramaStudio: http://www.tshsoft.com
PTGui: www.ptgui.com
Pano2VR: http://ggnome.com
Red Door VR: http://www.red-door.co.uk/
ScanWorld: www.scanworld3d.com
Nodal Ninja: shop.nodalninja.com
iSTAR: http://www.nctechimaging.com
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INTERVIEW

“when it has to be right”
– talking to Leica Geosystems
GW: Software has become ever more important
over the last decade. Data volumes have
accelerated with the arrival of laser scanning and
high-resolution imaging. Surveyors often
complain that the software seems to be playing
catch-up with these high volume sensors. How
has this affected R&D and technical support for
Leica? Has the balance in terms of resources now
switched from hardware to software?

Towards the end of
last year when Leica
celebrated its 50th
year in the UK, GW
had the opportunity
of talking to Mark
Concannon (above),
Leica’s Director of
EMEA. We quizzed
him on handling data
volumes, service,
UAVs, training and
future technology
developments.

The number of R&D engineers dedicated to
software has significantly increased in recent
years. This increase is to support the intelligence
of core products to make field procedures ever
more efficient, as well as to enhance workflows.
Continued innovation requires significant R&D
effort to be invested in both hardware and
software development.
Some years ago, PC hardware was
overwhelmed by the quantity of data collected
with laser scanning, but today with inexpensive
high-powered PCs processing of data is
performed easily thanks also to smarter dataprocessing algorithms.
GW: Suppliers regard themselves as “solution
providers”. But many surveyors adopt a “mix and
match” approach by selecting independent
software for use in processing sensor data. Do
you see this as a problem or do you try to work
with the grain of current practice?
It is important to offer a complete solution, and
we are proud of being able to deliver a complete
solution of products, software and after-sales
services. However, Leica Geosystems also
understands that local software is required to
provide the best fit for local requirements, and
actively works with local software developers to
integrate their software into the Leica Geosystems’
solution. Examples include integration of the
HeXML data format for optimal dataflow, and
integration of the EpcA SDK to fully integrate
point-cloud processing into local software packages.
GW: Someone once said that the three most
important things they look for in a total station
are service, service and service. Do you agree?

The Nova MultiStation:
“We see integration of
technologies as a
continuing process.
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One hundred per cent. We’ve added 20 service
engineers since last year. We have to be like the
car industry: we want the whole-life relationship
with the client. We’re a capital sales company. We
want to look after the client and make sure he is
happy with the purchase. We want to make sure
the software is up to date, the instrument is fully
serviced and servicing is scheduled. One of the
reasons we’ve taken on more people is to ensure
excellent service and now we and our partners
can offer a 48-hour turnaround. We are
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responding to need and I believe about 80% of
our engineers’ time is already booked for this year.
We can sum up the relationship we enjoy
with our customers in one word: partnership.
And that is our commitment to all customers, a
true partnership that includes a full circle of
active customer care support and services around
the globe, anytime and anywhere.
Other areas where we offer unique after-sales
service is through the use of advanced planning
systems that allow customers to view in real-time
24/7 the status of their products being serviced
via the myWorld customer internet portal.
Our motto is “when it has to be right” and we
apply it for ourselves and the companies that we
acquire. An aspect is that our new products have
to be ready when we launch them. If necessary we
will delay launches to make sure that products are
ready. We have recently delayed a product launch
for six weeks for that very reason.
GW: While it’s difficult to crystal-ball gaze into
the future when so much is dependent on
economic prosperity, what technology
developments would you expect or would you
like to see over the next ten years?
The release of the Nova MultiStation saw the
integration of angular and distance
measurement, imaging and precise 3D scanning
with GNSS connectivity. We see integration of
technologies as a continuing process.
Imaging will become significantly more
important in the surveyor’s toolkit and you will
be able to do more with imagery. We use
imagery with the total station now and scanning
will be far more imagery based. The key is how
all this data can be managed into a deliverable
that the client can use. We will be moving down
the virtual reality road of data rich files.
Technological development will focus on
improving customer workflows and hence
productivity. Services delivered through the cloud
will become increasingly important as more
products become internet-enabled in the field.
Cloud services include online support, data
exchange and image Content as a Service (CaaS).
GW: Leica recently acquired a UAV supplier. Your
current offering looks rather expensive against
what is a very competitive market place where
surveyors and others can relatively easily create
their own “pick and mix” systems. Do you have
plans to respond to this?
Aibotix is a reliable high-end solution that we can
accurately position in space and it can carry
camera, laser scanner and hyperspectral sensors. It
is expensive when compared to the do-it-yourself
options, but we believe there is a market for
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professional grade UAVs that companies will want
to run as part of a production workflow, backed
up by our best-in-class support and service network.
We see Aibotix as the future for this market.
World domination of the drone market is
impossible for us and we are not interested in the
consumer market. We see big opportunities in civil
engineering and are already selling Aibots in
Scandinavia where they are doing volume metrics
for construction progress monitoring. But the
market is still developing. For example, Easyjet is
now using UAVs to inspect its aircraft.
GW: We often hear professional surveyors
complaining that they face stiff competition from
firms without qualified survey staff which have
acquired advanced technology like laser scanners
or GNSS. The practice of selling to inexperienced
personnel can be self-defeating in terms of
growing the market for these complex
technologies. What do you do to educate users?
You’ll never overcome the problem in the
unregulated UK. In other countries they only have
qualified people working in cadastre systems. The
UK is relatively unique. The professional bodies in
UK have tried hard to create standards but we’ll
always have the issue of training because the
simpler the equipment gets, the less skilled you
need to be to utilise it, which is a selling feature in
some cases. In the long term the quality of the
deliverable given to the client from whoever does

Leica UK celebrates
Leica’s 50 year celebrations culminated in
two gatherings of present and former
customers at the company’s headquarters
in Milton Keynes last November.

Leica UK’s MD John Fraser ran the quiz
that followed the Dinner. If you knew
your surveying history you were in with
a chance!
This event was a gentle ramble through the past,
a review of the now and a peek into the future,
all rounded off with an excellent dinner. After an
opening address from Mark Concannon, Leica
Geosystems director for EMEA, Mike Skicko
gave a potted history of the company and its
place in the history of surveying instruments. He

the work will dictate the next piece of work.I’m
against work being given on a tender basis
because you can never measure value. It’s about
the perception of value. You can never get the
same quality product from the four or five
people who tender.
Many of our users today are not
measurement professionals, but can still easily
use our products. One example is the iCON
field products, designed with a focus on
graphical elements to ensure non-professionals
can quickly learn and implement them for
building and construction applications.
GW: One of your competitors has developed a
topographic surveying system around multiimaging sensors and GNSS to deliver
photogrammetric data. Do you have any plans
for a similar development?

Above: airlines are now
using UAVs to inspect their
aircraft. Meanwhile, the
iCON field range (below)
has a graphical focus to
ease learning.

Combining imaging and positioning technologies is
not new to Leica. For several years, imaging
technology has been combined with total stations.
Through partner software, it has always been
possible to extract coordinates from overlapping
images. With the next release of Leica Infinity
office software, deriving coordinates from images
will also be possible. In cases where positioning the
total station requires GNSS, the SmartPole or
SmartStation set-ups can be employed.
GW: Mark Concannon, thank you for talking to us.

began with the Ramsden theodolite, which lasted
as a ‘product’ for 150 years. An impressive
‘product cycle’, but a large and heavy piece of
equipment. Heinrich Wild reckoned he could
improve on this and the Wild T2 was the result,
which went into production in 1924 and
continued until 1991 – a 67-year product cycle.
And the product cycles for instruments have been
getting shorter and shorter ever since.
Simon Mears, our second speaker in the ‘as
it was then’ section, claimed to have used a
Ramsden theodolite – briefly he hastened to
add, thanks to a loan from the Science Museum,
rather than from the Royal Engineers stores!
Unbelievably, Simon will be retiring from Leica
this year, which surely is proof that surveying is
a good life. His career has spanned the old
(astro observations with a T4) and the new
world of Transit, GPS and now GNSS.
Next a video clip appeared, showing a recording
of Arthur C Clarke’s predictions of the future. It
was recorded in 1964 and seemed to be
remarkably accurate, although I doubt if most
people would consider driving round the M25
the pleasure that Clarke predicted – even in a
driverless car! Next came Nathan Ward with a
view of the near future dominated by the
internet of things – an online explosion fuelled
by ever smaller and faster electronic
components and ever faster and cheaper
communications technology. This, he suggested,
has the effect of speeding up the cycle of

capture – design – build – validate. He sees
ongoing integration of technology and a
resurgence in photogrammetry, even greater
mobility. The challenge will be to access and
manage this data easily and quickly.
Paul Burrows, confidently rounded off the
session with a vision of the future that foresees
further integration of devices around the many
sensors currently in a smartphone. The age of
driverless vehicles is not far away. They will
depend upon the same sensors as are currently
on Leica’s mobile mapping system – Pegasus 2,
so perhaps there will be a driverless Pegasus!
Whichever way, it is likely that vehicles will be
communicating with each other. Leica UK’s
hometown, Milton Keynes is a ‘smart city’, and
is likely to be in the forefront of this
development. Mobile mapping is already
becoming more mobile with multiple sensors
carried on golf buggies, rucksacks and so on.
What about UAVs? A 16 gram UAV with camera
and GPS receiver already exists. The overload of
data that will result will be largely noise.
Cutting through it to extract what you need is
the challenge. There will be ‘democratisation’ of
data with more data captured opportunistically
but there will still be a need for authoritative
data collected by professionals.
Dinner and an entertaining quiz with a
surveying theme, hosted ably by Leica UK’s MD
John Fraser, concluded the day. For those who
are interested, Ramsden made eight theodolites!
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FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Responding to Flood Emergencies
by Clemens Kiepke

C

Clemens Kiepke
won the DVW
(Germany’s Society
for Geodesy,
Geoinformation and
Land Management)
GIS Best Practice
Award in 2014 for a
spatially-based
smartphone
application to
organise volunteers
during flood
emergencies.

Figure 1, below: The start
screen, showing the
current alarm level.

oastal and fluvial flood defence
protection are long-standing tasks
and duties which are especially
important in the present day, when we
experience ever more extreme flood events.
In Germany the largest areas of recent
flooding have occurred through weaknesses
of river flood banks and defence systems.
Geodetic surveyors are required in this context
as data managers and their work has a raised
profile as a result of events such as the four
major floods that have taken place on the River
Elbe in the last thirteen years. The findings of
these disasters have clearly shown that surveyors
are able to contribute as data experts and
managers for the entire process from data
collection to presentation of spatial data.
During the flood of 2013 there was a problem
with the distribution of volunteers, who gathered
to help with filling sandbags. In some places
there were too many and others too few. One of
the main aims of writing the app was to organise
volunteers in disaster situations by providing
suitable geographical information on modern
mobile media in order to guide the right people
in the right place at the right time.
In order to reach as many people as possible,
an application for smartphones was developed
for IOS and Android to provide easy access to
general and to geographical information
covering a large area. The app has been
implemented for a pilot region on the River Elbe
for the Artlenburger Dike Association of
Lüneburg (Lower Saxony, Germany). Following
the successful pilot, it could be transferred to
other organisations.

Data organisation
There were several stages in the development of
the app:
• identification and structuring of information
required for modelling,
• spatial data management: the collection,
management and provision of the necessary
geographical information. This involved
collection and survey of basic and advanced
geographical information and management of
the data to be suitable for modelling,
• deployment of user-orientated cartographic
processing using suitable modern media.

Programming
In the region covered by the pilot study extensive
data was already recorded. This was restructured,
mapped and analysed in the context of spatial
data management to be provided for the most
appropriate medium to deliver the information. It
was decided that smartphones were the most
suitable medium for the app.
The following was identified as necessary
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information in the context of such an
application:
• display of the current alarm level,
• mapping of the wider area and specific
information about the immediate
surroundings of the flood defence,
• accurate representation of the defence,
• a defence directory,
• positioning,
• routing,
• representation of the points (defence
maintenance zones) where help is needed,
• recording of data by and for the use of flood
management partner organisations,
• recording of data by and for the use of flood
wardens,
• current water levels,
• information about packing sandbags, etc.

Implementing the app
The size of the resulting application is
approximately 50Mb. It is relatively large because
there is a need to keep the core content, the
geographical information relating to the
embankments, accessible even when offline. The
system should therefore work even when mobile
networks are overloaded during periods of
flooding. Indeed the expansion of mobile
infrastructure and networks could also contribute
to the protection of flood defences!
The application’s start screen is shown in
Figure 1. The application includes the following
components:
1. Spatial data covering the direct embankment
area. The user is directed to the DSK mapping
(German digital streetmap 1:10,000). This map is
overlaid with
information about
Figure 2, below:
access routes for
Information about a
emergency crews, flood section of flood
defence maintenance
embankment.
zones as points of
interest and the shape,
slope and height of the
flood embankment.
Google maps is an
underlying layer,
through which
positioning and routing
are enabled – see
Figure 2.
2. An alphabetical
directory which gives
users some information
about the flood
defence.
3. Water levels for
areas of interest, which
are updated daily.
4. Members of the
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public who wish to help can go to the ‘volunteers’
tab and will find a list of the flood defence
maintenance zones. The system is controlled
through a traffic light system – ‘Red’ – showing
that help is needed and ‘Green’ – that there is no
problem (see Figure 3). When pressing the desired
maintenance zone on the screen, the graphic
jumps to it. A route will then be made available. In
this way, volunteers are directed to areas where
help is needed, efficiently and accurately.
5. For each section of embankment, responsible
organisations, flood wardens and patrols can
create reports on damaged areas of the
embankment. The reports are formalised and sent
after their completion with photos and location to
a collection database. These internal reports help
in organising the deployment of embankment
guards in an easier, faster and a more economical
way. Furthermore, in this section, users can find
extensive, but not public, contact information.
6. There is a ‘more’ tab where users can find
general information about the Dike Association
and also practical information, such as how to
pack sandbags.

Harnessing help
The willingness to help is, in the concerned
areas, to be encouraged. This app is intended to
make it easier for all those involved to coordinate
and act in the event of a disaster, bringing
potential volunteers to the areas where they are

needed most. This application seeks to inspire
young people to participate and increasingly to
bring about a ‘culture of help’ through the
medium of smartphones.
The app allows more effective action to be
taken because many functions include spatial data
and a routing system. Institutional bodies, such as
the fire brigade, army and other organisations can
also be led directly into the locations where they
are most needed. The development of the
application is to be continued in order to fulfil
various additional purposes.
It is necessary to develop a clear chain of
responsibility through the individual alarm levels.
In Lower Saxony, the jurisdiction changes at a
certain stage from the embankment associations
to the county.

About the author
Clemens Kiepke studied geodetic surveying at
the University of Hanover. He has many years of
working practice in Germany and abroad and is a
publicly appointed surveying engineer and head
of his company. Clemens is also a member of the
board of BDVI in Lower Saxony (the business
association of publicly appointed surveyors) and
has served for nine years as chairman. He is also
German delegate to CLGE. He teaches cadastre
at the HCU (Harbor city university Hamburg) and
is vice president of BDVI for Germany. Email:
clemens@kiepke.de

Figure 3: Smartphone
screen showing the help
status for each flood
defence zone using a
traffic light system.
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TECHNOLOGY FOCUS

Inertial Navigation Pipeline Mapping
– an essential additional service to the surveyor’s portfolio
The launch last year of the PAS 128 standard for underground
utility surveys (see GW September/October 2014) has renewed
interest in several relevant technologies. Here, Otto Ballintijn
describes the inertial sensor based gyro-mapping system Reduct.

The adoption of the PAS-128
specification for underground utility
detection, verification and location
is an important step towards a
safer and better utilized
underground. But at the same time
it raises the bar for those tasked
with acquiring and recording the
data to meet this specification. In
particular, surveyors, geophysicists
and subsurface utility engineers
(together ‘sub-surface location
experts’) will be on the frontline
offering services that ensure
compliance.
When new specifications such
as PAS-128 are adopted it is
essential that the necessary
technologies required for
compliance are readily and widely
available. More importantly, such
technologies must be offered at a
reasonable incremental cost for the
wider public to accept it.
Unfortunately, there is not one
single technology or system that
solves all underground location
challenges.

Cutting out the noise
Today, many sub-surface location
experts have a range of
technologies at their disposal to
locate existing underground
utilities, the most common of which
are ground penetrating radar for
pipes and cable locating, and walkover beacon systems for pipe
locating. Both are good and
effective technologies, but in urban
areas they can be influenced by
noise interference (electromagnetic
or other) and they are relatively
cumbersome to use, as the
operator is required to physically
pass over the asset. This fact also
limits the use of such systems to
accessible areas, yet PAS-128 is not
limited to accessibility.

Autonomous mapping
A relatively recent innovation for
mapping underground pipes are
inertial navigation technology

systems, more commonly referred
to as gyro-mapping systems. These
systems contain a range of sensors
such as gyroscopes and
accelerometers that log the
orientation of the probe itself at
high frequency, typically at 100Hz
or 100 samples per second. The
high logging rate enables a gyromapping systems to travel through
a pipe at 1 to 2 metres per second
and to record even the smallest
changes in a pipe’s orientation.
Most gyro-mapping systems
operate autonomously so there is
no tethering data cable or above
ground tracing device tracking the
probe’s progress as it travels
through a pipe from entry to exit
point, nor is a gyro-mapping
system susceptible to
electromagnetic interference. This
enables mapping under buildings,
railways, rivers, woodlands, near
power lines or sheet piling and
other hard-to-access areas.
When the probe is retrieved
from the pipe, the recorded shape
of the path travelled is merged
with an entry and exit coordinate
(obtained using traditional
surveying techniques), resulting in
the pipe’s 3D location expressed in
the same coordinate system as the
entry and exit coordinate. The
process of locating a segment of
pipe up to 500m and viewing the
results in a GIS platform typically
requires less than one hour.

A surveyor inserts the gyro-mapping unit into a pipe.
80% of all mappings concern pipe
lengths shorter than 200m.
The sub-200m pipe length
market is a particularly interesting
opportunity for the sub-surface
locating experts because the
operational requirements for pipes
up to 200m are fairly simple, in
fact, a lightweight hand winch will
suffice to pull the probe through
the pipe. In addition, sub-surface
locating experts already have the
expertise to obtain the entry and
exit coordinates and can integrate
the result in a client’s GIS
database, thus providing that all-

important one-stop-shop service.
The old fashioned view that
sub-surface location experts are
sceptical about signing off on
assets that they cannot physically
see is fading fast. In a sense, PAS128 empowers them to embrace
state-of-the-art technologies and
methods to provide a full service.
Gyro-mapping systems are merely
the latest addition in the arsenal of
the sub-surface locating experts.

• For more information:
Reduct NV, info@reduct.net
www.reduct.net

Offshore heritage
Gyro mapping systems were
originally developed for off-shore
drilling applications, and as such
are perceived to be expensive. This
perception is unjustified as
developers offer a range of
affordable systems specifically for
long and short length terrestrial
infrastructure. PAS-128 will
inevitably cause a sharp increase in
the mapping volume of
underground utilities and in time
the 80-20 rule will apply whereby

A winch is used to pull
the Reduct gyromapping system
through a pipe.
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Downunder currents

Social round leads to historic discovery

T

he New Year has begun with much market
buoyancy here, keeping surveyors busy and
optimistic downunder. To cap off 2014 we
had a great 61/2 hour Topp Tour Christmas
Cruise of Sydney Harbour followed up by our
traditional “big kids” favourite Christmas Lights
spectacular to rev us up for the festive season.

A round of
surveying related
events for our
correspondent plus
the discovery of a
surveyor’s diary from
the ill-fated Gallipoli
campaign a hundred
years ago.
• John Brock is a Registered
Surveyor in Australia and is a
stalwart of FIG and its Permanent
Institution for the Art and History
of Surveying.

Touring hallowed halls
Along with 39 others (in two shifts) I walked
through the hidden chambers of the Old Lands
Department building in which most of we older
registered surveyors were grilled at our Viva Voce
Board of Surveyors examination. Also visiting the
Minister’s impeccably restored office and the
Surveyor-General’s office we were shown Major
Mitchell’s desk which was owned by the famous
S-G from 1828-55 who preceded the erection of
this superb edifice. Statues of renowned
surveyors and explorers stand in niches around
the outside walls, the last placed of whom was
James Meehan, the Deputy Surveyor-General who
was the ex-pat Irish political prisoner who
surveyed many of the earliest colonial portions.
The NSW State government has worried surveyors
and citizens alike by putting this magnificent
public icon up for sale to the highest bidder.

Australia Day Seminar
Even though the annual Institution of Surveyors
NSW Australia Day Seminar was not as close to
its name day due to zero venue availability during
the Asian Cup Soccer tournament, two full days
of quality modern surveying presentations were
put on show for the over 350 participants. Our
newly installed NSW Governor and ISNSW Patron
The Hon. David Hurley opened the conference
with a warm experience of his associations with
army surveyors during his military career while
the keynote speaker Mark “Tubby” Taylor
delighted the crowd with anecdotal stories of his
illustrious cricketing career. As a 1985 graduate
from the UNSW Mark caught up with some of
his fellow surveying alma mater.

Parliamentary luncheon

Always feeling right at home in the Stranger’s
Dining Room at NSW State Parliament House
our host MP The Hon. David Elliot made us
feel particularly welcome, seeing as there is
an election coming up next month. Guest
speaker Emeritus Professor John Fryer from
the Uni. of Newcastle amazed the audience
with four tales of how he has brought himself
fame as the CSI Surveyor solving cases –
cold and current – with his surveying skills
especially with his utilization of terrestrial
photogrammetry. Brilliant adaptation of survey
techniques to catch the bad guys.

Gallipoli map treasure found
I warmly thank GW and DUC devotee Gordon
Andreassend for telling me about this story; and
right on cue for the 100th anniversary of the
siege at Gallipoli, which did much to forge the
Australian spirit of camaraderie and courage.
When it comes to finding treasure most
surveyors will take an on old map in deference to
a doubloon any day. For many years, since his
grandfather James Nicholas Murray sent home
his diary and maps from Gallipoli, his grandson
(and also surveyor) Mark Murray’s family had
kept the items in their original suitcase at their
home in Emerald, Queensland. However, when
researcher Margaret Rawsthorne came to inspect
the documents it was realised just how special
they were. “JN”, as he was affectionately
known, had been a licensed surveyor who had
bravely measured up the strategically important
Russell’s Top with a prismatic compass and 20
feet long piece of string while under continuous
fire from the enemy. His accompanying pocket
sized diary also provides a more personal insight
into life under fire on the legendary peninsula in
Turkey with mention of the shortage of rations
and close contact with the opposing soldiers.
Details may be found on this website
www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-26/anzac-jamesnicholas-murrays-untold-story-discovered-in-emerald

FIG Working Week Sofia
The main annual FIG event is to be held in Sofia
in 2015, the second time that Bulgaria will have
hosted the event the last being in 1983. As usual
the team at the FIG Office has been toiling
tirelessly to plan this fantastic conference for the
participants and I urge all surveyors and their
partners to make the effort to join with us to
enjoy the hospitality and ancient heritage of this
unexploited land. Once again we are hoping to
stage a History Seminar to promote the rich
tapestry of the contribution of surveyors to
World History. For more details please look up
www.fig.net/fig2015

Cricketer Mark
“Tubby” Taylor
delighted the crowd,
including the author,
with anecdotes.
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FARO handheld scanner

mounted on its custom-built
1015mm diameter octocopter so
that clients can get accurate
surveys of complex or hazardous
areas, such as industrial sites and
rigs, safely and quickly.

GNSS enabled cable detector

FARO Technologies, Inc. has released a handheld laser scanner. The
FARO Freestyle3D is a simple yet intuitive to operate device
designed to meet the growing demand for portable scanning
technology. The Freestyle3D is equipped with a Microsoft Surface
tablet allowing the user to view point cloud data as it is
captured.

Sample dataset released
Landmark Information Group has
released a sample dataset of JBA
Risk Management Ltd’s latest
Comprehensive Flood Map of Great
Britain, to enable land, property
and environmental professionals to
preview JBA’s extensive flood risk
data and give feedback on its
potential applications and
suitability.
By accessing the sample data
on Landmark Labs, users have the
ability to interrogate extensive
flood datasets in the vicinity of
Goring-by-Sea that show highly
detailed flooding extents and
associated flooding depth
information. A variety of different
flood scenarios are presented,
including pluvial flooding and
undefended coastal flooding risk
hazards at 1:75, 1:100, 1:200 and
1:1000 year return periods.

Upgrade for CORS receiver
Leica Geosystems has extended its
Spider product family with GNSS
Unlimited for the Leica GR10 and
GR25 GNSS receiver series,
allowing them to be upgraded with
the latest technology. Both
receivers are designed for CORS
infrastructure and monitoring
applications, supporting GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou and
QZSS. In addition, the classic Leica
GRX1200+GNSS has been

enhanced to support the Chinese
BeiDou system.

Geo Calculator 2015
Blue Marble Geographics has
announced the release of the
Geographic Calculator 2015. This
major release features several new
administrative tools, support for
geoid creation in conjunction with
Global Mapper v16, and support
for magnetic declination.

Receiver pairs with mobiles
Trimble has announced the R1 GNSS
receiver, a pocket-sized, rugged,
standalone receiver that works with
iOS, Android or Window mobile
handhelds, smart phones and tablets
using Bluetooth. When paired with a
smart device, the receiver adds
professional-grade GNSS geolocation capabilities to transform
consumer devices into high-accuracy
mobile data collection systems.
The Trimble R1 receiver is
compact and portable weighing
only 6.5 ounces (187 grams) with
an all-day battery life. The receiver
integrates with Trimble’s TerraFlex,
Trimble TerraSync and other
mapping and GIS field software.

Opti-cal has announced the
addition to its range of cable
detectors of the GNSS enabled
Radiodetection gCAT4 which
comes with all of the standard
functionality of the CAT4 range
with the addition of an internal
GPS/GNSS receiver to provide
positional data which is logged
every second into an internal
memory. Prices start at just £895.
More at www.opticalsurveyequipment.com

GNSS enabled GIS data
collector
SCCS is offering the Topcon GRS-1
handheld GIS data collector for
£2495. The device comes with a
72-channel dual frequency L1/L2
GPS receiver with an integrated
cellular modem, internal 2
megapixel autofocus digital
camera, Bluetooth, 256Mb of
SDRAM, an 806MHz processor and
Windows Mobile OS v. 6.1. An
external L1/L2 antenna is available
for “GIS-RTK” (<5cm) work. The
GRS-1 designed for any GIS
application including high accuracy
projects such as utility
infrastructure, underground electric
and gas, water/wastewater, asset
management, and land records
management. More at
http://www.sccssurvey.co.uk

xOEMcore merges
positioning technology
There are now many positioning
technologies, none of which is
universal. xOEMcore from Oxts is
technology based upon inertial
navigation, which can combine
GNNS, vision, Wifi, Bluetooth
beacons, laser scanning and sonar.
The system uses observations from

Thermographic survey by UAV
Thermographic Consultancy, a
distributor of FLIR Systems’ thermal
imaging equipment is offering a
service to fly thermal imaging

Lots of technology is packed into
the xOEMcore. It weighs just 50g.

the inertial system to detect
unexpected measurements from
the other systems. You can use
GNSS and vision at the same time
and xOEMcore merges them. If
GNSS is not working but vision is,
then positioning continues without
interruption. It isn’t easy to
combine GNSS and vision: which
one is the master? Or does the
master change? The xOEMcore
solves this, removes timing
mismatches, delays, jumps and
inconsistencies. The inertial
sensors have drift rates of less
than 5m after 60 seconds in realtime with only odometer aiding.
Heading, roll and pitch can be
accurate to 0.05°.

New offshore survey tool
MMT and Reach Subsea ASA are
developing an underwater seabed
mapping and pipeline inspection
tool with the Norwegian ROV
manufacturer Kystdesign AS. The
ROV, called Surveyor Interceptor, is
designed to carry survey
instrumentation down to 2000m
water depth and is equipped with a
multibeam system to deliver 40Hz
ping up to 20m above the seafloor.
To improve top of pipe accuracy
and ovality measurements a 25Hz
triangulating laser system from
Cathx Ocean covers the central 5m
of the survey corridor to give mm
accuracy. Other equipment includes
three photomosaicing cameras
synchronized with powerful strobe
lights to capture 3D, stereo and
geocorrected images to produce
high-resolution GIS data of pipe
status and possible third party
intervention.

Handheld upgrades
Handheld has announced a major
upgrade to its Algiz 10X. The
rugged computer (IP65 rated) now
features the new Windows 8.1 Pro
operating system (which is
downgradeable to Windows 7 for
maximum flexibility). Windows 8.1
Pro offers enhanced features to
help users easily connect to
company networks, access one PC
from another, encrypt data and
more. There are also improvements
to wireless communication support
including LTE, which provides
substantially faster data speeds,
both up- and downstream, and
increased overall network
coverage.”
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RECRUITMENT

Lewis Brown Ltd
Quaro House
Castle Road
Chelston Business Park
Wellington
Somerset, TA21 9JQ

W. lewisbrown.co.uk
T. 01823 667200

Due to an increasing workload, Lewis Brown is looking to
recruit a Land Surveyor to our busy oﬃces in the heart of the
south-west. We work for a range of loyal clients across many
industries, providing a diverse and interes(ng workplace for
our staﬀ.
The successful candidate will have at least 1 years’ experience
using Robo(c Total Sta(ons and GPS equipment, together with
a knowledge of 3D processing techniques within AutoCAD.
Experience with n4ce soware and/or Laser Scanning and
associated soware would be beneﬁcial, but not essen(al.
You will be involved in all aspects of our surveying services, and
expected to travel throughout the south of England, and
some(mes further aﬁeld, to undertake surveys. A current driving
licence, and access to a suitable vehicle, is essen(al for this post.
You will receive a compe((ve salary commensurate with your
experience and ongoing job speciﬁc training as part of your
career development.
If you would like to join our forward thinking and progressive
team, then please send/email your CV and a covering le)er,
outlining why you consider yourself a suitable candidate to
jane@lewisbrown.co.uk
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With familiar Trimble
workflows and the push of
a button, you can capture
60mp panoramic images
for use with your traditional
datasets allowing you to take
photogrammetric measurements
back at the office.
The Trimble V10 Imaging Rover
with Trimble VISION technology
can be used either standalone,
or seamlessly integrated with the
Trimble R10 GNSS receiver and
Trimble S-series total stations.
A new standard is set for
positioning applications.
Book your demonstration
www.trimbleimaging.co.uk

Capture everything now,
measure later
www.korecgroup.com
info@korecgroup.com
tel UK: 0845 603 1214 IRE: 01 456 4702

Hire from Opti-cal
Location Detection • Distance Measuring
Laser Scanners • Total Stations
Construction Lasers • Digital Levels • GPS / GIS
Ground Penetrating Radar • Accessories

Laser Scanners

GPS / GNSS Equipment

GPR

Total Stations

Digital Levels

With nationwide offices and four fully Leica certified
service centres, our hire fleet is maintained to the highest
standard. For all your equipment needs, hire from Opti-cal

Head Office – Reading

Gatwick Office

Milton Keynes Office

Huddersfield Office

01189 820 500

01293 538 730

01908 683 726

01484 443 270

sales@surveyequipment.com

